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We have an
la crop of
Dandelions. Since we have had
no flowers all wirite.r long, we
don't mind than at all.
Watching a Squirrel build his
nest near the nese of a big Oak
tree yesterday. Four trunks
come out of the ground and
as>parently there is a hole of
some kind where be is building.
This is not over three feet from
the ground which we though
unuausi.

Pacific

()coast

•CHRISTMAS L

Iriegovist

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXI No. 90

ASTRONAUTS HEAD HOME
ON CORRECTED COURSE
Fiscal Court
Holds Regular
Meet Tuesday

But Confident Spacemen
Should Splash Down On Friday

YANA Asks Murray 'Cold
State To institute
Horsemanship courses
By

AL ROSSIER Jr.
100,000 miles from earth, and
The West Kentucky Horse.
UPI Space Writer
their rationed supplies were
man's Association has requestSPACE CENTER, Houstor sufficient to last well past Fried that Murray State University (UPI) — Apollo 13's astronauts, day's estimated 1:08 p.m. EST
AUSTRALIA
APOLLO 13
The Calloway County Fiscal Institute a program dealing with cold but confident in their crip- Pacific Ocean splashdown.
Lovell, John L. Swigert and
Court met in regular session on the Light Horse Industry. A pled spaceship, today drove
111801111101184CW
He would run out into the
Tuesday in the office of Callo- two-fold approach dealing, first down a corrected course lead- Fred W. Heise skillfully corwoods, stuff dry leaveein #his
way County Judge Robert 0. with the addition of courses in ing to a safe entry into earth's rected their path late Wednesmouth, then leap from tree to
ARIA
Light Horse Science and second, atmospher Friday.
day night. Flight Director GerMiller.
tree to deposit them in the new
`It's plug a lot better than ald Griffin reported later the
A discussion on the conditiaa courses in Riding and Horseden.
of the Cook road near the City manship, by the fall semester of we evei expected," reported spaceship was heading into the
Apollo 13's veteran skipper, imaginary space corridor leadLandfill Site was held. Judge 1970, has been suggested.
He kept this =gime up as long
THE ApOup 13 emergency recovery site is about 750 miles northeast of New Zealand. The ..
The Horseman's Associat:on James A. Lovell. -ing at the proper angle into the
as we watched him.
Miller :wai asked to write a
.
original site Ismail cross) was about 200 miles south of Christmas Island
Today would have been moon- upper fringes of the atmosletter to the State Highway De- will,present a pre-show demonThe curb by the potence on
partment and the City of Mur- stration on horses for the stu- walk day had not the explosion phere.
Entry Angle Is Good
the Maple Street side needs reray requesting assistance in dents at Murray State Univer- Monday aborted the lunar landWhen told the entry angle
placing. It has fallen away and
getting the road in better shape. sity at the Calloway County ing.
the sewer line under the curb
The traffic control agreement Fair grounds April 21 at 7 p.m. The pilots' trusty lunar modThe following types of horses ule Aquarius was performing (Continued on Page Eight)
is exposed.
with the State Highway Department on the controls at Main will be shown: English Racking, well as a lifeboat more than The Nu Phi Mu of Beta Sig- and 8th and Main and 9th Tennessee Walking, Western
Here came Lucky the outside
ma Phi will sponsor a cook- Streets was discussed. It was Pleasure, Fox Trotting, Jumpdog wagging one of her pups
book and bake sale starting at requested that a representative ing, Reining, Roping, and Cuttup to the house. Why she movim on Saturday, April 18, of the State Highway Depart- ing. Game horses will be Bared the pup we &el know. He (Special to the Ledger A Time') class is estimated at 1,900, as 10 a.
was moving around and mouthNEW YORK — In Calloway compared with the total ten in front of the Say-Rite Dis- ment be preset at the next rels, Pole Pending, and Rescue
count Store, located in the Bel- meeting to discuss the situation Race, there will also be a Haling. She put him in the flower County, a significant propor- years ego, 1,370.
ter Class. The different breedi
Nationally, there are some 8,- Air Shopping Center in Mur- with the court.
bed. Maybe she wanted some tion of the able-bodied male
shown will incompany while she was at the population above the age of 14 500,000 in this non-school, non- ray.
Sid Easley, Calloway County of horses to be
All baked goods will be made Attorney, chairman of the com- clude Quarter Horses, American
house, we deal know. Later in is, by choice, not going to work group, a sharp increase
the afternoon the pup was mov- school, not working and not over the 8,800,000 in 1960.
from recipes included in the mittee appointed to look into Saddlebreds, Tennessee WalkMuch of it is attributed to sorority's new
ed back to the dog house with seeking or wanting work.
International the County Dog Pound situation, ing, Appaloosas and Thoroughhis buddies, apparently none
In the last ten years, the num- the fact that more men aa Desserts Cookbook. The cook- reported for the committee. No breds.
The demonstration will be unThe naznet of Calloway Counthe worse for the wear.
ber of local people in this in- retiring when they reach 63. books will also be on sale. All action was taken at the meetthe Supervision of Gary
der
Uwe for the Jury list of the
conthem
of
the
one-fourth
support
to
go
proceeds will
ing.
active category has risen con- Only
May term of Calloway Circuit
Here's a morsel for the super- siderably.
Claims for the general fund Wicker, president of the West
tinue to work beyond that age. chapter's service projects.
Court have been released by
stitious. Apollo 13 was launchOf Calloway County's male
and road fund we're approved. Kentucky Horseman's AssociaIt is part and parcel of the
the office of Sheriff Clyde
ed at 13:13 army time or 1:13 trend all across the country, ac- population over 65, the numMarvin Harris, clerk, read the tion and Kenneth Cromwell,
Steele.
here. The power failure that cording to the latest figurer ber who have retired has inminutes, and Gordon Moody, Murray State University, with
The persona are asked to rethe help of members in the
occurred came on April 13. The from the Department of Com- creased greatly since 1980, whe
treasurer, gave his report.
port to the Circuit Court room
ship has had troubles end is on merce and the Labor Depart- the total was 925.
All magistrates were present
t.st %boa maanniiing ho •ro Wsyee- „..11•43 palate it itleritAd IA at
biostlay, may 4, at nine a.. m.
The pude: Sector is ep
the weir home $tall plaguad with
Iimes M. Lassiter Is the Circuit
ADUCAH, Ky. 4WD — Thom- flora, Lennls Hale, K. B. Mc fend this demonstration.
tronlates.
of these: non-worters people to retire, in
and Martin Young.
Court Judge.
are retired people who have before reaching 65, is the rapid as Barkley Janes, principal of Cuiston,
A special meeting of the FisNames drawn are as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. John Bowker have sufficient wherewithal or sourc- rise in private and public pens- Mayfield High School for the
STALLS IS WINNER
Prentice Dunn, Phil Mitchell,
past decade, was fined a total cal Court has been set for Weda pleasant looking home and es of income to enable them to ion programs in recent years.
THIRD CHOICE—Judge HarMrs. Jackie Burkeen, Fay Nell
The Institute of Life Insur- of $310 after pleading guilty on nesday, May 6.
oard and they keep it looking lead lives of leisure. Some
Michael Stalls, son of Mr. ry A. Blackmun, 61, Roches- Kelso, Hugh R. Miller, Thomas
44.5
almost
includcharges,
that
separate
three
reports
ance
neither
are
others, of course,
has
won
Stalls
Buel
Mrs.
and
ter, Minn.. is President Nix- Banks, Hunt Smock, Mrs. MUself-supporting nor interested in million Americans were cover- ing drurdienneas.
the table .tennis championship cn's third nominte_ to the burn Evans, Noble Brandon, and
Jones, 47, was fined $200 in
A new house going up by Frank working. They represent a small ed under such programs, other
at the University of Kentucky
U.S. Supreme Court 'ilircartcy
Macon Blankenship.
Ryan.
portion of the total, however. than social security, last year, McCracken County Juvenile
Stalls won all but one of the created by the resignation of
Mrs. Charles Clerk, Howard
Of Calloway County's male a gain of 1.6 million In one Court for contributing to the degames which led him to the
leratinen, Norman Lane, Mabel
Abe Porta:
. I sckmun is re)
linquency of a minor. He also
Edgar Shirley out cleaning up population over 14, the num- year.
Dillard, Nadine Downey, Solon
.
rded in t
The second in a series of guid- championship. He received a g,,i
legal profesIn addition, the non-work pop- appeared in Police Court here
ber of person' in the non-work
handsome trophy for the cham- sion as.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Bucy, Ben Brumley, Brent Wilscholarly-and moderulation has other sources of in- where he was fined $100 on a ed nature walks in Land Be- pionship.
ately conservative.
- liams, Lowell Kling, aod Billy
come, in varying measure. eharge of aiding mid abetting tween the Lakes Will be held
Joe Kingins.
These often include interest on 18-year-olds in purchasing alcoh- Saturday, April 18 at Center
Carolyn
Bryant,
Pauline
savings, life insurance annuit- olic beverstes, and $10 on a Station in the Conservation EduBrasher, Mrs. Tommy Carroll,
cation Center.
ies, unemployment insurance, drunkenness charge.
Ronald H. Pace, Mrs. Charles
The principal was arrested
The interpretive walks center
social security and veterans be
Caldwell, R. K. Carpenter, Joe
here Monday night in a car around the abundant plant and
nefita
Pat Ward, Paul Dunn, Ruby Mae
As' to the proportion of non- driven by Robert Brady, 18, of animal life in the area and the
Burchett, and Dan H. Gardner.
workers in the local male pop Mayfield. Brady was fined $50 Iron industry which was proHomer F. Williams, Holmiui
ulation, the latest figures place for speeding mid $100 for pos- minent in the early,, develop
Cole, Jack V. O&M, Hoyt CleavIt at about 22 percent. In 1960 ses/ace of alcoholic beverages. meat of the region "twein the
er, Jr., Rudy Lovett, Ralph Rorivers."
it was 17 percent.
bertson, Frances Mildred Armpartiin
cominterested
of
way
Anyone
Nationally, by
strong Clarence Culver, T. C.
cipating in the 2- to 4-mile
parison, the average is 14 perangrove, and Thelma E. Caswalks should be at Center Stacent.
to the resolution from both sity.
By FRANK ELEAZER
tion by 8 am. Center Station is
Will Ed Stokes, Willie Cunparties.
•
located near Hematite Lake and
the House should vote ningham, Jack Kennedy, Sr,
Center
WASHINGTON (UPI)
of
ruins
historic"
the
An Agriculture Institute will held in other parts of the state
James E. Wyat of Murray Furnace.
House Republican Leader Ger. Impeachment of Dousdas — Owen Billington, Mildred Adams, Dorsey Hendon, Glen Venbe held at Murray State Uni- and have met with great sucRoute Two was injured in
aid R. Ford said --today a roughly comparable to a court
Calendar of Nature Walks
able, Charles C. Billington, Herversity on April 23 at 100 p.m cess according to Paul Campthe
Senate
wotua
indictment—
tractor accident on Wednesday.
history
'Natural
—
18
April
majority of members of the
shell Pace, and Ferrell Miller.
In room 204 of the Applied lin of the Department of AgriHe is now listed in fair to poor (general).
House now favor impeachment try him. A majority vote in
Walter Porter Hubchens, PorScience Building.
in
the
needed
SPACE CENTER, Houston (UPI) condition by officials at the
House
for
culture, Frankfort.
April 25 — Bird identificiation of Supreme
Court Justice
ter Chllcutt, Agnes L. Payne,
Similar institutes have been
Impeachment,
A two-thirds
F.. B. Howton, Chairman of --Grounded Apollo 13 astronaut Murray-Calloway County Hos- and behavior
Wall= O. Douglas..
Robert McCage, Jr., Perry Johnthe Murray State University Thomas K. Mattingly is show- pital.
May 2 — Wild flowers; other Ford said Douglas was guilty Senate vote is necessary for son, James
Gilbert 'Alton, Wil.
Agriculture Department will be ing the first signs he may be
The accident is reported to natural history.
of "very, very bad behavior" removal from office,
lie Barnett, Groover Barker,
boat for the event and one of coming down with the German have occurred in a yard of the
Ford said today that Douglas'
— Bird identificatiou and outright violations of the
May
Thomas Redden, and Mona Puo
the principal speakers will be ineaslies, the space agency re- Wyatt neighbors as Wyatt and end behavior. 'law in his dealings with a association with the Alpert dom.
J. Robert Miller, Commissioner ported early today.
his sons were attempting to
other
thabled Pram latormatilial
"a
flowers;
was
Parvin Foundation
May 16 — Wild
foundation.
A spokesman said Mattingly's burn the oil oft the clutch of natural history
of Agriculture for the CommonThe anti-Douglas bloc In the clear case of very, very bad
cotnit of lymph cells has risen. their tractor. It is reported that
wealth of Kentucky.
May 23 — Bird identification House drafted a resolution for judgment." He said the foundaWest Kentucky: Contd.-Able
Farmers from a thirteen He said this- is common at the the father was attempting to and behavior.
received money from
Introduction today calling for tion
cloudiness and mild today and county area In Western Ken- onset of vines diseases and alconnect a chain from the tractFor additional information creation of a specbl committee gambling interests.
tonight with a chance of show- tucky are invited to attend this though it may not be a definite
or to a tree when the tractor contact the Land Between the
to investigate whether to bring Ford also said Douglas gave
ers and thundershowers. Partly Institute. "Farmers are not on- indication of the measles, the
started moving and Wyatt eas Lakes information office at Impeachment charges against advice on tax matters to the
cloudy Friday and continued
The Murray-Calloway County
ly invited but urged to attend astronuat appears to be coming pinned between the tree a id Golden Pond, Kentucky.
Douglas, listing 18 counts foundation. He said it was
mild with slight chance of show- this meeting", Camplin said.
down with somethingShrine Club will hold its retractor.
for
law"
the
against
"clearly
Friday
and
today
against him. They said they
ers. High
Mattingly was kept off the
gular meeting at the home of
A panel of agriculture exFamily members said Mr
mainly in the 70s, low tonight
had more than 100 supporters (Continued on Page Eight)
will be on hand to lead Apollo 13 lunar landing mission Wyatt has crushed ribs and J
Mr. and Mrs. William Moffett,
perts
in 50s to low 603 Wind todsy discussions on various phases when it took off Saturday bePanorama Shores, on Saturday,
lung injury.
and tonight southerly 8 to 14
April 18, at 6:30 p.m.
if agriculture including live- cause he lacked immunity to
m.p.h. and gusty near thunderto
measles,
which he was exA potluck supper will be serv
dock, horticulture, tobacco, etc.
thowers.
NOW YOU KNOW
ed preceding the meeting All
The meeting will be called posed through backup astroShriners and their wives are
lo order at 1:00 following regis- naut Charles Duke. His place
A youth revival is in progress
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
urged to attend.
tration at 12:30. The tentative was taken an Apollo 13 by John by United Press International at the Hazel Baptist Church.
r
o
f
outlook
The extended
The kinetic energy released
schedule calls for Dr. Harry L. Swigert.
held at 7:30
being
are
Services
Kentucky shows a chance of
meteo
group
by a small high-speed
Sparks to welcome the
each evening from Wednesday
rain Sunday but fair weather
nod impacting against a large
as well as a welcome from E.
through Saterday and on Sunwill prevail Saturday and MonPERSONS OVER 65 GET
such as a space ship.
Howton.
mass,
B.
day at 11 a. m. and seven p. m.
Gay. It will be cooler on MocFREE FISHING PERMITS
could be equivalent to a thousJ. Robert Miller, Commissionday
eneron
speak
explosive
will
the
Agriculture
times
and
Bro. Jerry Lee is serving as
High temperatures Saturday eruf
gy of an equal mass of TNT.
"Kentucky Agriculture 1970,
Youth pastor and was the speakHazel Woodmen of the World
and Sunday will be in the 60s Problems and Promises." FunctKentucky residents 63 years
on Wednesday and will be
Camp 138 will hold I fruity
lowering into the 54:ts Monday.
Kentucky Depart- of age or over may obtain a
the
PUPPY
of
PREE
ions
morning.
attain
on Sunday
Lows in the 40s and low 50s
night meeting in the cafeteria
the purment of Agriculture will be dis- fishing permit, serving
Saturday and Sunday lowering
of Hazel School on Saturday
pose of a license, provided they
old, is
also.
weeks
cussed
six
puppy,
Male
The
wiu
tonight
far
speaker
night at 7 o'clock. President Dr.
into the 30s and low 40s Man"Kentucky Agriculture in the obtain from their county clerk free to someone who will n9ke be Bro. Gerald Owen, for Fri
day morning.
J. B. Dover will preside at-the
Decade Ahead" will be a group an affidavit as to their age, a good home for hinr. For in day night, Bro. Merwyn Nor
meeting.
place of birth, and residence, formation call 753-6309.
mempanel
by
led
discussion
wood, for Saturday night, Bro
LAKE DATA
according to Jerry D. Maupin,
Willhtm 0 Illougla.
sAtutivt Chao«.
Harald Smotherman, and .1m
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.9, bers with questions and state.
All
Woodmen members and
. •
Follow Conservation Law Enforcement
Sunday night, David Hazelwood
up 0.1; below dam 319.5, down ments from the floor.
THREE CITED
their tamilies are invited to at.
DepartTHE HULLABALOO sinioniiiiing :Aurieou. Court Justu,
The songleader for the reviv
ing a break a similar discussion Officer of the Kentucky
i
Or ______
26, no gates open:
tend. A special kature of the
Iaw ri Doug In• re,:Ms that only once. before has a _justice
ment of Fish and Wildlife
al will be Leland Peeler, ant
Barkley Lake, 7 a in. 356.9, up with questions from the floor
the pipette
Three persons were cited hi
Program will
Iii.vri_impeartied That nvis.Sri-1M
-Chase, 'and he witA
tobacco.
on
held
special
presentee
be
will
be
will
music
0.4; below dam 324.6, down 4.3,
Von
z
%=:
A story on the Fins 'N' Feath- the Murray Police Department by the
'putted in iyor, I hstontPlantent with' bought% rcvolves
Commby
remarks
Summary
church.
the
Sunrise 5:22; sunset 6:32.
Ward
yesterday and last night. They 'The youth Of
page
of
the
ers
hf.
&
,ot».•
Ledger
ii
'unit
Times
In.
the
end
will
_d_vsk41911.11(1
Miller
eyerytine_
issioner
church invites_
Moon sets 3:03 11.1•L
Camp, %according
iti
Tom
caji,
on Saturday had the age at 55 were two for speeding. and "ne to-aften7:-'I If •
a Intinthatii,n ••ith finam ial roots
stjtute, Adjournnient,_ will _ b e
publicIr
drunkenness.
Scruggs,
Camp Secretary.
111-lelis
of
—
over.
or
age
g,inibling
11,,
•
.
riizin41
that
post
,
in
at•v thee
held at -4:09 p.m.,
.

More Men "At Leisure"
Now In Calloway County

Cookbook & Bake 5*
To Be Held Saturday

Jury List Is
Released For
The May Court

!Mayfield Principal
lied Is

Guided- Nature Walk
Set In LBL Saturday

Ag Institute Will
Be Held At Murray
State On April 23

Mattingly Showing
Signs Of Measles

Majority Of House Membeis
Favor Douglas Impeachment
According To House Leader

JamesE. Wyatt
Injured Wednesday

WEATHER REPORT

. •
.
Shnne Club Meeting
To Be Held Saturday

Hazel Baptist Church
Havitg Youth Revival

Hazel Woodmen To
Hold Family Night

Pa.
•
4
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Stanley F. Y011es, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

—

PAriE THREE

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Land
Transfers

THURSDAY - APRIL 18, 1970

Governor's Purchase Of let
Commissioner
Draws Criticism From State
Miller
on
'Democratic Treasurer Tuesday

Calloway County Land Company, Inc., to Roy LeMay and
Lora LeMay of Columbia, Tenn.;
lot in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision.
Costs of Mental Illness
Carmon Parks and Crystal Pa.
unfortunately, stem from menThe costs of mental illness to
tal disorders. Undesirable be- rks to Bobby Brandon and Margie
ials before writing a check,'
By GLEN CARPENTER
the Nation in terms of human
havior includes such things as Brandon; property in Calloway
said.
she
suffering make it perhaps the
FRANKP'O
RT,
Ky.
(UPI)
•
excessive gambling, promiscu- County.
Mrs. Stovall said she was in
most destructive health probThe Nunn administration felt
ity, illegitimacy. alcoholism,
A. W. Brown and Ruby Brown
lem, for it is estimated that one
the first repercussions of its New York Monday on state busdrug addiction, and social con- to Louella Futrell; property on
in every 10 persons is stricken
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky,
sequences
purchase of a $550,000 jet air- iness when the warrant for the
of
mental
illness.
Robert
J.
by
(Bob)
Miller
Robinson
Air
Road.
Line
for
and from 2,000,000 to 3,000,craft
Tuesday when Democratic check was presented at her oftransmission as Second Class Matter
Calloway
County
Land
Although no estimates of all
Com000 are treated each year for
Treasurer Thelma Stovall fice here. She said the state has
State
the financial costs of illegal pany, Inc., to Fred Glasscock
mental illness.
illateitaPTIoN RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
,
said the deal was an insult to already paid $295,000 to Kerr
35g. Per
and undesirable behavior were and Mary Glasscock of Hayti,
Mona 81.12. In Caboway and adjoining counties,
But what about the economic
Kentuckians and had not been Aviation, which is the seller.
per year,
made, the economists pointed Mo.; lot in Pine Bluff Shores
Agricultural institutes
2•01116 1 al a. 61.4J,J; altiewtstre $16.0u. AL service subscriptioos aL50.
costs? Economists and statis"I can find nowhere in the
WOO
out that heavy losses are due Subdivision.
budgeted.
Evaluating Present, Future
ticians of the National Institute
to crimes committed because of
-Mut thustanding (Avis Ames et a Commually
talked budget where Commerce Comshe
said
Stovall
Mrs.
N.
W.
Kemp
T.
Ola
and
Kemp
la tie
of Mental Health studying the
missioner Paul Grubbs, the govnarcotic addition, to costly aulaiestrity of Ms Newsspapee
Martha Lyle Pitman; lot at The first of the Kentucky De- so much 18 months ago when
problem have developed estitomobile accidents in which to
ernor's office, or the Departpro
governor
first
the
mates that suggest the enormity
'partment of Agriculture's "Kenalcohol played a part, and to South 5th and Olive Streets.
ment of Aeronautics requested
THURSDAY - APRIL 16. 1970
of the financial burden.
William E. Dodson and Juana tucky Agricultural Institutes" such a purchase that she
the cost of care for an estihad been the purchase of a jet airplane
idea
the
thought
Dodson
Tax
to
Viola
Rogers
and
mated 14,600 persons who are
has been completed with pleasThey have identified cost elethat this state does not need."
quashed.
in hospitals exclusively for men- H. Rogers; lot on North 17th ing results.
ments of mental illness that add
she said.
Kenthat
see=
"Now
it
_
tally-ill offt.takaa.
Street.
up to almost $20 billion anFor some time those of as fail
She noted the plane cannot
W. 91, Dickerson and Pearl the Department, after much dis- tucky's industrial development land at two-thirds
nually.
The scientists also considof the state
ex
an
used
as
been
effort
has
ered the category of intangible Dickerson to Wilhurn Weaver cussion with farm and agri-busAmong the major elements is
cuss for Governor Nunn to airports.
Dickerson;
Highway
acres
on
five
losses.
Arriving
the reduction of productive acat no dollar
iness leaders, have felt that we
spend more than a half million She pointed to the vetoes by
figures, they nevertheless sug- 641.
tivity. Mental illness, it is esshould "take the Department of dollars for this jet airplane," Nunn of the $350,000 low cost
gested
that
this
Isola Billington of Akron, Oh- Agriculture to the people." This
was an enortimated, reduced marketable
The new federal minimum wage law helped
housing bill, a $250,000 approshe said, asking "Why?"
mous burden. Mental illness io, to Dwain McClard and Gera- practice is
output in the U.S. by $14.3
not new with state
priation bill to the University of
purchase
announcing
the
adults in many fields get a larger paycheck
In
and
its
effects,
billion
they said, often ldine McClard; lot on Murray government
in 1966.
, but
s, nor with federal Monday, Finance Commissioner Louisville for "much-needed"
leave its victims and their fam- and Benton Highway.
a recent survey made by the
The cost of treatment and
agencies.
National
ilies bewildered, frustrated, emAlbert Christen said the condi- kidney machine operations and
Jim
Johnson,
R.
Executor
prevention
of
is another major
Federation of Independent Business shows
State statutes authorize the De- tional agreement included Mak said, "y et we can afford $550,bittered, and sometimes hostile.
that
component—an estimated $4
the estate of J. D. Johnson, to partment of Agriculture to bold
eight-passenger, 525 C23 far a jet plane and $200 la
40 per cent of the independent firms
On the hopeful side, the
billion in 1966.
Lawrence M. Johnson; lot in institutes annually for the purpo- 000 for the
who
aircraft and $56.- $235 an hour to fly it."
hour
per
mile
economists
feel
that
the
costs Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. se of studying
formerly hired teenagers stopped this
Illegal and other undesirable
practice
and evaluatipg 000 as a trade-In for the state's The purchase of the 1967 Jet
of mental illness to the Nation
John P. Markovich and Ver. agriculture throughout the State.
behavior, to which some of the
during 1969.
can be reduced through devel12-year-old twin-engine Beech- Commander was conditional in
mentally ill are prone, is another
that the administration will be
opment of programs to prevent, nell Markovich to Carl Arte- To toy knowledge, this is the craft propeller plane.
The U. S. Department of Labor in
part of the heavy costs. Illegal
its
cure, or ameliorate the illness berry; lot in Plainview Acres first attempt in recent years to
"Commissioner Christen says able to sell it back to Kerr Avirecently released report of the impact
behavior includes thefts, asSubdivision.
and rehabilitate its sufferers.
of the
carry out this delegated respon- the state will save $100,000 for ation and turn the contract insault, and some murders which,
J. E. Jenkins, Trudy Jenkins, sibflity.
minimum wage on teenage employment
Department of, Commerce to a rental or lease agreement
reports
D. P. McNeely, and Willie Mc- The Department of Agricul- the
that nearly - half of the in New York, Chicago on two dates tiefore it leaves
offices
government-operated
Neely to Jimmy Jenkinseand Car- ture is a promotional, service,
Angeles. That is sheer office.
Los
and
local employment service offices
ol Jenkins; lot in Lalceway Shor- and regulatory agency for Ken- folly," Mrs. Stovall said. "'Hume Christen pointed out the state
believe
es.
employers would hire appreciably more
tucky's agriculture. One purpose offices have brought in millions not expending any new funds,
16 and
Ray M. Becker to Essie Bail- of the institutes was to
17 year olds if it were possible to
explain of dollars in industry to Ken- ut only reallocating some.
pay less than
ey; changing and correction oftit- the various activities we conduct tucky since 1963."
the federal minimum wage.
le to lot in Pine Bluff Shores in seeking to fulfill these three
Christen said the three officSince the death of Sen.-Everett Dirksen
For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever Subdivision.
basic responsibilities.
MARK EVERY GRAVE
es would be closed because "the
of
Calloway
County Land Com- In addition to explaining pre- acquisition of this aircraft sigwill lose his life for my sake shall find it.- Matthew 16:25.
Illinois, the nation's teenagers seem to have
no
pany, Inc., to J. C. Childress sent programs, we wanted to hear nificantly extends Kentucky's
The price of eternal life is serving others.
champion in Congress. Shortly before his
and Eva E. Childress of Cairo, from the people, whether or not reach to industrial and governdeath,
the veteran statesman was preparing to
ill.; lot in Pine Bluff Shores our present programs are meet- mental centers of the nation."
launch a
Subdivision,
drive to amend the wage law to help
ing the needs of today's farmers
Mrs. Stovall said the Comteenagers
Essie Bailey to Ray M. Becker and consumers. We also wanted ne:rce Department was budgetfind more job openings.
and Jessie M. Becker; changing to hold a forum where problems, ed 8384,984 by the legislature
While we do not propose sweat shop
and correction of title to lot in ideas and suggestions on the pre- for the operations of the offices.
wages
Since 1$u
Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. sent, as wall as the future, could "The truth is — GOVSTDOT
for teenagers, it does seem that the
employer
Murray
Marble
Leon Smith and Dorothy Smith be presented.
she
plane,"
jet
Nunn wants the
attitude toward hiring young people after
to Bertha A. Grooms and Bettie The first meeting
school
said.
was
Works
held
and in the summers would change if
Grooms of Detroit, Mich.; last week at Morehead State Un- "It seems to me this is an inthey could
IWILDIRS OP FINE
NEW YORK (UPI)-. A bull
three lots in Hazel.
By GEORGE J. MARDER
be employed for a lower level of pay.
iversity, and while the attendenee sult to the people of Kentucky,
MEMORIALS
market should start again some
Hilton Williams and Sybil Will- was not as good as we would and in my own cam, I might
Porter White - Manager
A typical comment received by
time this year prodded by a
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The iams to Monaco Eggs, Inc.; 9.356 have liked, I was pleased with the call it adding insult to injury
the
Ill Maple St. 753-2512
continuing easing of money, government is about to start a acres at Lynn Grove.
Independent Business survey on this
•
active response from those who because had I been present I
subject
renewed fear of inflation, and new program aimed at
came from an Indiana
break- Frances Boyd to W. M. Beale were able to attend. Farmers would certainly have discussed
retailer with 11
king-sized wage boosts, the ing a chain of ignorance
which and Marie M. Beale; lot in East In Northeast Kentucky, like those this matter with certain officemployees, who said,"We have
Dines Letter predicts. What all retain= poorly educated veterer. Manor Subdivision.
always hired at
the State, have been
this means is that we will ans to ghettos they left for R, W. Key and Maude Key to throughout
least six high school students part-time, but we
delayed by bad weather and I
have
to
learn
William
to
accept
E.
inflation
Dodson
and
service
Juana
in
Vietnam.
fully understand their desire to
will have to decrease or eliminate the number
in
o
as a way of life," the firm said.
Studies find that unless the Dodson; two lots in Burr Waid. take advantage of the improved
our employ due to the increase in minimum
ren•Subdivi
--sion.
veterans from hard-core ghetweather.
Id thru Sat.
TPO Inc. finds a more tos go back to school, they will Gene Steely and Doris steely I said
wages for this group, for frankly they are not
in my remarks to the
cautious
attitude
to
Wendell
developing
Allbritten
end
and
Sadie
up
just
about
where
they
worth it, in terms of services they are able to
group that we of the Department
among investors as the excite- started, with little or no Alibritten ; 69.89 acres on South along with
the agricultural specprovide. We feel this extension of the minimum
ment over the commercial bank prospects for better 'jabs than 15th Street and Holiday Drive, ialists participatin
g on the panprime rate cut fades into the before their military service. Paul Humphreys and Daisy Hti- els, were
wage to this group will eliminate a lot of students
not there to present a
background
.
While most equiStudies by the Senate Labor mphreys to Guy Spann, Larue master plan for the development
from jobs. This is bad. To many of our students,
ties appear to offer little Committee also turned up what Spann, Onyx Ray, and Opal Ray; of Kentucky
agriculture. Instead,
top dollar is secondary. Having'a job with some
technically over the near term, was described as disappointing. lot on Sycamore Street.
we were there to evaluate our
responsibility for a few hours each week is
select performers have main- ly low Me of educational Paul Humphreys and Daisy Hu- present position
in regard to
tained basic uptrends, the firm provisions of the GI Bill oi mphreys to Guy Spam, Larue crops
primary."
and livestock and to have a
says.
Spann,
Onyx
Rights. A much lower proporRay, and Opal Ray; meeting of minds as to thedirecThis makes sense. If the minimum wage law
--tion of Vietnam veterans has lot at Sycamore and South 9th tion we could, or would like, to
could be amended to permit employers to pay
Spear and Staff, Inc., sees been applying
for
college Streets.
move in the years ahead. Farm"ominous overtones" in recent benefits than veterans of the James McKinney and Odessa ing is highly
slightly lower hourly wages to teenagers, a
a
competitive busie
lot
light trading that it believes Korean War or World War II. McKinney to J. Homer Miller ness,
Meliseaw
offering small margins 01
more would find employment during
has to break out into either a
the
Louise
and
Miller;
One reason was presumed to
lot in Glen- profit. High operating costs desummer. It would seem much better to offer
substantial rally or a sharp be the level of educational dale Subdivision.
mand the best of skills in the
decline. The firm observes that benefits paid by the govern- Joe B. Smith and Jettie M. areas of planning
employment to a lot of young people at, say $1.25
and managemethe surcharge on commissions ment during a time of soaring Smith to Dewey Lampkins, Jr.; nt if the farming
operation is to
per hour, than to only a selected few at ,the
on
securities
transaction college costs. A single veteran four tracts of land in Clarks survive economically.
prevailing minimum wage of $1.60.
comes at a time when the going to
River
Bottom,
college got an
The regional State universities
aveiage investor "is anything allowance of only $130 a month
Wallace Rogers to Boyce Wil- were selected
We as adults and our leaders in Washington
because of their
but
enthralled
with the idea of to pay for tuition, books and son and Beauton Wilson; 25 acres eeocraotic locations. In addition LAST STORY -- Merriman
have a lot to say about the "youth problem.
COIsy &Cue United AMMO
"
trailing up, down, or sideways." living costs.
in Calloway County.
to using members of the agricul- Smith, 57, veteran White
Lowering the minimtub wage requirement for
Johnnie Clements and Josephi- tural faculties at the four univer- House correspondent (span--Proposes Increase
onorsoori00000000caoc,
The narrow fluctuations and
teenagers might be one very material
President Nixon proposed ne Clements to James Hayes sities, extension specialists ning six presidents) for
P I.• U
and
the
reluctance
Sbeppard
and
of
a
Janice
large
Increasing
part
Kay
United
Shethe monthly allowPress International,
£LJt
from the University of Kentucky
practical way we could help our growing number
of the market to move far in ance from the basic $130 a wart lot on Kentucky State
also serve on the panels, too, was found dead in his Washtom sAinwspido
of , unemployed teenagers keep gainfully
either direction leaves the near- month to $147
month. The Road 1346.
specialists from other agencies ington borne, apparently of a
term
outlook somewhat ob- House figured that wasn't
occupied in their spare titne.
are cooperating in this effort, selfzinflicted gunshot wound.
scure, E. F. Hutton 8. Co.
enough and boosted it to $165, Smithy/cod Development Corp. as are leaders of farm organize. He won a Pulitzer Prize for
oration to John Martinez or Ginglater to $170.
his coverage of the assassilions.
11011101U1113111111CW
The Senate, however, felt the er R. Serna of Harvey, Ill., five
Ratted Memo
Eastern State University will nation of President Kennedy.
James
T.
or
his;
Elizabeth
Cook
same level of help should be
e
host the Institute April 14, with
Crestwood;
of
seven
lots;
Richgiven to Vietnam veterans that
the remaining two at Murray
Korean and World War II ard R. Weatherton of Jackson, State University on April 23, and
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Tenn.,
nine
lots; Bertrand or at Western
Kentucky University
By United Press international veterans received and votedjor Margaret Burdine
of Indianapol- on April
a basic allowance of $190. The
27. It Is hoped that
is,
Ind.,
two
Darrell Shoemaker was appointed as a member of the Murray
lots;
Robert
R.
or
from each of these special meToday is Thursday, April 16, ensuing stalemate was finally Richard A. Johnson
Housing Commission by Mayor Holmes Ellis at the City Council
of Detroit, etings
a
House•Senate
will come information the 1081h day of 19'70 with 259 to broken in
Mich.,
eleven
meeting.
lots;
William
M. Ideas and suggestions
conference committee, which
from farOR
Velma
Bobby H. Stubblefield, machinist's mate third class USN, son of follow.
G.
Dabbs of Floriss mers themselves
compromised on a $175 figure.
- that will be
ant, Mo.; two lots; Jerry W. or
Mr. and Mrs. O. K. Stubblefield, returned to Long Beach, Calif., The moon is between its first
Caught
up
in
the
stalemate
useful in planning goals and imaboard the fleet Oiler USS Caliente alter a four mouths tour of quarter and tun stage.
part of It-was the Gall C. Lewis of Palos Hills, plementing programs for the
The morning star is Jupiter, and
lot;
one
Herman
Ill.,
duty with the U. S. Seventh Fleet in the Western Pacific.
Powell
of
program
aimed at school
years ahead.
Nesbville, In& two lots.
Faye Beach, Betty Adams Stella Adams Danny Cunningham, The evening stars are Mercu- dropouts.
THEATRE
ry, Venus, Mars and Saturn.
Jeannie Osborn, Jeanette Price, Janice Balzell, Eddie Darnell,
The Senate adopted three
Smithwood
Developmen
t
CorDale Adams, and Jamie Potts are members of the junior class On this day in history:
amendments, sponsored by Sere
play, "Three Fingers In The Door", to be presented at Kirksey In 1862 Congress abolished Alan Cranston, D-Calif., which poration to Duehl Durham of
slavery
the
in
District
of
High School on April 19.
created considerable opposition Vincennes, Ind., two lots; George Indianapolle, Ind.,
four lots.
Durham of Vincennes, Ind., two
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Terry of Bardwell announce the engage- Columbia. On the same day all in the House. They provided
THE STARS OF imirfigzuo
Donald A. Rau of Memphis, Smithwood Development Corlots;
ment of their daughter, Pearl Evon, to Donald R. Tycker, son o white men between the ages of
• It's 'ARF '
Seeks
Dropouts
SHINE
EVEN
BRIGHTER
poration
and
35
were
to
14
Walter or Irene Medordered
two lots; AllenO.or Ercel
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram L. Tucker.
comedy .
-That the Veterans Adminise, Tenn.,
conscripted into the armed
E. Fidler of Chrisman,III.,three ley of Indianapolis, kid., one lot;
mysfery.
... and
tration
Seek
school
out
r
dropouts lots; Merle E. Moore or
Leroy
forces of the Confederate States
L.
or
Mary
E.
Brovette
Gilbert
HOWLarious!
and encourage and counsel le
of
of America.
Posen,
Ill.,
three
lots;
Charles
Beck
of
Lansing,
Ill.,
)0
one lot;
*
In 1947 more than 500 persons them to resume their education. Dalton S. or Opal 1. Pearson of R. or June E. Stone of Indiana.
- That pre-discharge refry.
polls,
were killed when a French
Ind.,
three
lots; James E.
Dayton,
lbts;
two
Ohio,
Frank
J.
freighter carrying nitrate ex- sher or remedial courses I,e or Mary L. Zdeb of Northbrook, or Linda F. Adams of Memphis,
, with
Tenn., two lots; Melvin H. or
loded at a dock in Texas City, offered such servicemen
the government paying as muTti, Ill.!, three lots; John L. Allen of Betty P.
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ex.
Hall of Decatur, Ill.,
Denalb, Ill., one lot.
$175
a
as
month
special
tuitie0 smitimxxi Developmen
In 1962 Roman Catholic
t Cor- one lot; Orrin R. Rogers of Nee
Costs.
Archbishop Joseph Rummel of
Concord, two lots; G. R. or
0000
- That special $50-a-montt poration to Jerry P. Jennings of Patricia
New Orleans excommunicated
J. Mora of Millington,
Detroit,
Mich.,
one
lot;
Richard
Mont McConnell, age 69, died yesterday.
persons for attempting to tutoring allowances be provided B. or Karel L. Poe of Louis- Tenn., four lots.
three
A. B. Austin was reelected to his third term as president of the
' WALT DISNEY'S
stop his order to integrate the veterans in college who might ville, one lot; Jack D. Smith or
Kentucky School Board Association at the annual meeting held in parochial
be on the potnt of failinr
schools.
M
Smith
of Elkhart,
Louisville.
012t; In 1968 novelist, Mlle Ferber because of poor preparation, or C
Indri
,
el
on
iae lot
.; Elster R. or Diane
PALOMAN 11111111`11V4 INTENNATIONAL .
died in New York City at the who need sPecial courses
Mitchell
M
•
Natural
of
Louisville
declination
one
111E:4
%Ts
graduate.
named
age of 82.
Robert Glin Jeffrey, all star Murray High School, was
lots; Michael Finn of Chicago.
The
three
Conference
Kentucky
Western
amendment
SALF.M.
(
s
the
surin
eager
valuable
lnr.(CP1)
-‘Pigeon
as the most
three lots; Steward W. or which
aeridenbillv (lc% Mitt rn
A thought for the day: British vived House opposition aj
for the 1949-50 season.
• TECHNICOLOR
Evelyn K. Rudd, Jr., of cham offic.•
includedwere
marriage
their
of
the
announce
McReynolds
slietfly
wakkerl
novelist John Galsworthy said,
Mr. and Mrs. Novel
uatsytwr. w
or Ill.,
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ts; eiKen
ofne
s
th
t.
TECHNICOL
OR
Cable,
form-In
altered
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Mrs.
Ray
Jelti
and
Mr.
final
into Ilic irreoposran
bill Paign.p.
"If you do not think about the
laughter, Wanda, to Joe W. Cable, son of
passed by Congress and SiVticej ajar shore
1i. :(.(c.11 %imam.
s midi. four lots; 'lip,'.'
future, you cannot have me,"
The ceremony was read on MHO 9.
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and Chi Chi Rodrig
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today's opening of the
Greater New Orleans C
It was only Molds
Casper won an 18-hole
over Gene Littler to
first Masters title in
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But Rodriguez create
when he scored a bl
seven-under-par 65 in
day's pro-am
event
Rodriguez was seven
behind defending open
pion Larry Hinson last yl
"I still feel good
hoping for some low
here," said Casper, Thi
spell trouble for the ot
golfers challenging the
yard, par-72 Lakewood
Club course,
Lee Trevino, who
Miami and Tucson, is tie
leading money winnet
season with $84,272 anc
were saying he might ca
still another triumph
New Orleans Open.
Another potential lead
Gary Player, the South
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wherever he goes beea
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serious factor because
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Twins Rout Angels 8-2;
Chicago Blanks Oakland

spring training, hurled his first
complete game in the majors
and allowed Oakland only three
hits while his Chicago mates
ewitheesc.NaPeirao-groovraweene:o•.
Minnesota ran its record to 4- gave him some unexpected
0 Wednesday night with alai batting support. The usually
unbeatable combination of pow-1 light hitting White Sox collected
Siandin• filL
er hitting and tight pitching as 10 hits, including homers by
.;
.40,0,0*.rut.ek.acsoork the Twins routed the California ro4,ie John Matias, Buddy
Angels, 8-2, The win was bradford and Duane Josephson.
especially sweet for Minnesota Janesici, who led the InternaNational League
the Montreal Expos.
Manager Bill Rigney who was,tional League in complete
didn't
they.
lucky
"I
last Divan
was
fired by the Angeles during the games with 14 last season,
By VITO STELLINO
L Pct. OS
W
early part of last season.
throw me any hard slider or
started a five-run third inning
2 .714 5
DPI Sports Writer
St Louis
•
2 .667
Vs
Pittsburgh
"I'm not one to gloat," said uprising with a single. Two of
curves," he admitted.
.500
3
Nitlilksgyoork
C
lie
3
Rigney after his team's latest the three hits he allowed were
3 .100141
3
But he was unlucky when
Mike Torres admitted he was
2
4 .42,
3
Pfilladelnia
performance, "but I'll remem- a double and a single by
lucky with his bat Wednesday Adolfo Phillips singled to lead Montreal
6 .143
1
ber this one.!'
Pena while Rick
Roberto
night. But he was unlucky with off the eighth inning. That hit
sassit 11•11011011
Rigney can credit his plea- Mooday's ninth inning single
cost him a no-hitter and he had Cincinnati
• 3 .727 his arni.
Atlanta
2
4 3111
.1
sant memories to Brant Alyea accounted for 041XIT5._
A seil-admitted "terrible hit- to settle for the first one-hitter Son Frotten
I I al Mk
Diego
and Jim Perry. Alyea ripped-11iother safety.
of the season,lt was Torrez' san
ter" who collentALjust thr
a
S .414
Houston
grand slam homer and Perry Jim Lonborg, who limited the
6 .333
4
3
hits in triTbats last season, second straight win this season. Los Amain
Torres led off the third inning
pitched a four hitter for his Yankees to only three singles
Wedisa~8 noun
the St. LOtds Cardinal righthaoSt. Louts 10, Manna 0
second complete game victory. over the first seven innings,
der went 3.110r-3 in a 10-0 rout of with a single that started a
Chicago 3, Philadelphia I
four-run rally off loser Joe
Alyea's homer was only one helped his own cause with his
Cincinnati 3. Los Angeles
Atlanta 7, San Diego 5
• ma, now 0-3. The Cards
of three round-trippers hit by second major league homer in
Houston 7, San Francisco 6
Other clues not scheduled.
the Twins in the sixth inning Boston's win. Lenborg needed
added two more in the fifth and
Yeday's Oboes
wrapped it up with four in the
when they erupteo for all eight Sparky Lyle's relief help in the
York
Pittsburgh (Vans 0-1) at New
of their runs, Cesar Toyer led eighth when the Yanks scored
eighth, three coming on Richie (Gentry
14).
Philadelphia (Fryman 14) at Chicago
Allen's third homer.
off the big inning with a homer both their runs but by then
(Decker 04).
San Diego (Corkin' 64) at Atlanta
In other games, Chicago beat
off loser Andy Messersmith Boston had done all of its
Minns 0-2), Not.
Philadelphia, 5-1, Cincinnati
who then loaded the bases to scoring. Mike Andrews, with
Las Anoint (Singer 1-1) it Cincinnati
04), night.
set the stage for Alyea. After three hits, and Carl Yastrzemnipped Los Angeles, 3-2, Atlanta (meaner
San Francisco (McCormick 0-1) at
downed San Diego, 7-5, and Houston (Bonn 14), night.
Alyea unloaded, Mel Queen ski, with -two RBIs, paced the
Onty games scheduled.
Houston edged San Francisco,
relieved Messersmith and gave Red Sof attatk.
'1-0, and Minnesota routed
up a single to George Mitterwald and a homer -to Leo
California, 8-2. The Washington.
American League
Baltimore doubleheader was
Cardenas.
NEW
(UPI)-- rained out and all other teams
ORLEANS
Ent Dinka
The only earned run off
W
L. Pct. OS
Masters champion Billy Casper had the day off.
5
Baltimore
Perry was Jay Johnstone's first Racing1 .833 3 371
Banco4
IN
and Chi Chi Rodriguez had Billy Williams exploded with a
homer of the sea,son in the
Detroit
3 .571
11',
momentum going for them in 4-for-4 on Wednesday as the Cubs
3
3 _500
2
seventh inning'.
Now York
5 .286
7
2
1
/
3
today's opening of the $125,000 downed the Phils. wilnams• nits
In other American League
Cleveland
1
5 .286
2
1
3/
Greater New Orleans Open.
included the 250th homer of his
games, Chicago blanked OakWest ()Wien
It was only Monday when career. Bill Hands pitched a
Minnesota
3
0
000
N
land, 7-0, and Boston beat New
g:iitornia
5
.133
HALLANDALE, Fla., April
Casper S•313 an 18-bole playoff six-hitter for the Cubs while
3
York, 6-2. A doubleheader
3 .500
2--Three Kentucky
Milwaukee
3
15,
5 .175
3
over Gene Littler to take his Rick Wise took the loss.
between Baltimore and Wash2
4 .333
Kansas City
3
Derby candidates went to the
3i4
C Mono
first Masters title in Augusta, Orlando Cepecla, who earlier
2
$ .286
ington was rained out and all
post in the eighth race at Gulf.
G a.
slammed a homer and a
Wedessalay's Resins
other teams were idle.
stream Park Wednesday and
Boston
6, New York
2
But Rodriguez created a stir double, snapped a 5-5 tie with a
National League, Holy Land, the even-money faIn the
Washington at Baltimore
when he scored a blistering run-scoring
2 games pavanes
single in the
Chicago beat Philadelphia, 5-1; vorite, definitely earned a trip
Chicago
at neatens!
seven-under-par 65 in Wednes- seventh to lead the Braves past
Minnesota at California
Cincinnati edged Los Angeles, to Churchill Downs with a
Other clubs not scheduled.
day's pro-am
event here. the Padres. Nate Colbert hit
3-2; Atlanta topped San Diego, come-from-behind victory over
Tany's
Games
Rodriguez was seven strokes two homers
and Clarence
- Cassie Red.
Chicago (Ain 0-2) et Oakland iOdom 7-5; St. Louis whipped Moo
behind defending open cham- Gaston had one off Braves' 1.11, night.
treat, 10-0; and Houston edged
Minnesota
(Ikewell
04a1
Caritornia
pion Larry Hinson last year.
who (May 0-0), night.
starter George Stone
San Francisco
7-6, in 10Cassie Red also qualified for
Kansas city (Butler 1-0) at Milsrauke
"I still feel good so I'm taggered into the ninth
'inning (Son
York and Pit,. the May 2 Derby. Classic TickInnings. New '
04).
hoping for some low scores fore being lifted when the
Cleveland (Chinas 14) at Detroit Wil- tsburgh were idle.
et finished third and Fathom
son 0-7).
here," said Casper. This could
Rookie pitcher Jerry Janeski, - another Derby possibilitySt two batters singled. Bob
New York (Banyan 01) at Boston (Ste
0-1).
spell trouble for the other 149 riddy
was fourth.
and bort
him
replaced
Weshington (Brunet 00 at Baltimore who was acquired by the Whit(
golfers challenging the 7,080- etired three batters to pre- (Palmer 04), night.
Sox from the Red Sox during
yard, par-72 Lakewood Country erve Stone's second win.
The plans for Fathom, whose
Club course.
regular rider is Miss Diane
Jim Beauchamp's long single
Lee Trevino, who won at ove in John Mayberry from
Crump,are indefinite.
Holy Land,owned by Mrs. J.
Miami and Tucson, is the tour's ird base with one out in the
Simpson Dean Jr. and ridden
leading money winner this 10th and gave Houston its
by Hector Pill's.. ciewelaat to
'*1111111010111181111011,P4
*erne eetse'z‘e*. armee
season with $84,272 and soma
ry over Sag vrawassee.
win by two lengths. Cassie Red
permanently. It came out in the was four engelas in front of
we Wing he might carve out Mayberry, who drove in four
By MILTON RICHMAN
paper that way and later on Classic, Tieket; with Fathom
still another triumph at the sans with two homers, was hit
UPI Sports Writer
Kasko talked to Reggie private- 3/
New Orleans Open.
y a pitch and went to third on
2 lengths farther back.
1
ly- for about an hour. The
Another potential leader was olui Edwards' single. Willie
The winner ran the 1 1-16
up
cleared
thing
was
whole
Delis
African
South
Dick
and
Gary Player, the
cCovey
miles in-i:44 2-5.
-To
(UPI)
Carl
YORK
NEW
immediately.
who is accompanied by guards cornered for the Giants while
Al-Jo Stables' Good Manners
"I'm gonna tell you somewherever he goes because of oe Pepitone also homered for Yastrzemski, a new seasons
means the same thing it does to thing. We're gonna win it all prevailed in the stretch to win
e Astros.
his nation's racial policies.
the Noah Purse at Aqueduct
Bobby Tolan's two-run single most baseball players. It means this year. Just remember I said Race Track.
The weather could be a
and
slate
clean
win
a
it,
all."
it
We're
start,
gonna
a
fresh
inning
there
third
because
three-run
factor
a
apped
serious
The 4-year-old son of Nashucarried Cincinnati past Los all bygones'are bygones.
was a 40 per cent chance of
afun House. ridden by Larry
mean
should
it
what
That's
blanked
The
des. Jim Merritt
rain today through tonight.
Adams, negotiated the mile on
$130,000-a. HAZZARD LOST
high today was predicted as a e Dodgers on four hits anyway and Boston's
wet track in 1:35 to win by
a
be
would
superslugger
balmy 76 to 80 with cloudy rough
eight innings but year
lengths. C. V. Whitney's
2
/
11
Playma(UPI)ATLANTA
along
go
eeded help from Clay Carroll perfectly happy to
which took the
skies.
Champion,
lost
been
has
Hazzard
Walt
Thundershowers swept the ✓ the final out after Andy with that idea but it isn't as ker
wrist for the place by a half length over
fractured
.
in
a
Not
with
sounds.
it
as
simple
and
-am
pro
hcimer
the
osco hit a two-run
course during
Atlanta Ogden Phipps' King of the Casof the
doubled. Jim Yastrzemskl's case at any rate. remainder
Wednesday, sending the golfers es Parker
Basketball tle.
National
Hawks'
.414
cool
nice
a
hitting
Yaz,
scattering for shelter until it let efebvre lined out to second to
Uncle Punkle carried the
so far, has discovered a great Association playoff games. Hazthe game.
up.
fell colors Nathan L. Cohen to vicmany people still are convinced zard hurt his wrist when he
his status with the Red Sox during a scramble under the tory in the feature at Pimlico
gives him automatic right of basket Tuesday night as the Race Course. Cohen is vice
approval over which Boston Hawks lost to Los Angeles to president of the Maryland
managers stay or go and that trail, 2-0, in the Western -Jockey Club, operators of the
track.
he was largely responsible for Division final series.
Ridden by Ben Feliciano, the
Dick Williams losing his job
leading jockey of the meeting,
last fall. It is entirely possible
Uncle Punkle moved along the
Dick Williams believes the
Vehicles that can't go fiit•ter
trail .at the top -of the ittretcfi
0
,
1
NDA
thing.
than
m11-1
an
25
miles
same
hour
and edged Lexington Park by
"I grant you I didn't like the isplay a special "slow nownc.:" a half length.
"I
says,
man," Yastrzemski
blem in Texas.
never liked him even when I
played on the same club with
him. But I definitely had
nothing to do with his leaving.
They say I talked about him to
VF
A
Mr, Yawkey (Red Sox owner
ATLANTIC
S.
1217-27
AVE
1233 S. ATLANTIC
Torn Yawkey). Ridiculous, It's
THE
foAcFF
tiV
011?Fri1V
not true. I think I talked to Mr.
Yawkey twice last year and
only about fishing and hunting.
Williams' name was never
1
ea.
mentioned."
•
Yastzemski exactly
Ask
what it was, or is, that he
didn't like about Dick Williams
he comes right up with the
and
106 Units . offering a choice of
answer.
beautiful Motel Rooms, Efficien"Scarcastic," he says. "Ta
cies and Bedroom Apartments.
sarcastic. Why do you have to
all attractively decorated and progo around knocking your own
viding elegant comfort ..
ballplayers to the press. You
ever air what you think about
-Conditioning and Heat, Tile Bathrooms
All units have room -controlled Air
ballplayer. You call him in
with Tub & Shower, Radio, Hifi Music, TV. Room Phones, Private Balconies
and close me aoor. eeopie nave
• Fresh water Swimming'PrAlls
feelings."
• Shuffleboard Courts
Yastrzemski points out that
food
superb
featuring
Rooms,
Dining
• Ocean-view
Eddie Kasko, the Red Sox' new
it
\
Nt
1%! N
4
111\
\\It Ii 1
manager, is completely different from Dick Williams.
"This guy is a good baseball
man," he says. "He talks
baseball ' all the time, and
613 SILVER BEACH AVE.
there's no personality bull with
urn. He communicates with the
Night Clubs.
All 3 lust minutes from Golf' Courses. Theatres
ballplayers. There was a good
attraction.,
Florida
famed
Remits,
Sporting
Shops. 'Restaurants.
example this spring. He said he
To:
Coupon'
Send
was gonna bat Reggie (Smith)
Motels
All
3
on
Information
For
second and have (Luis) AlvaraS. Atlantic Ave
Motel,...
g do hitting seventh against rightDaytona Beach. Florida
handers. One of the writers
I
regarding
information
Please wend color brochure and
asked what if Alvarado hits
nda'
•Silver'Sa
Lido Beach Reis Div,
well and Kasko said he might -Klaf.S. Off CAPACER-ailiki.,49W-Aihairgieureir-ide
it him second. Some writer
ills
leg t.•
okildrees
Tt.x
'441tme
.1 assumed Alvardo would take
I .fixtxtb:44.--iitAn.
State._
' -City
• ver Reeeit's seccrnd-plare spot
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By STU CAMEN
UPI Sports Writer

St Louis Wins 10-0 Over
Montreal Expos Last Night

Greater New
Orleans Open
Opens Today

Derby Prospects
Show Off Talent

Sports Parade

35 In the 25
OP,t1P,AND AWA v -Billy Casella of Wierton, West Virginia, who was driving car no.
for an
trying
be
to
appears
Pa.,
Grove,
Williams
lap feature race at Williams Grove Speedway,
He was not
altitude record. Casella flipped end over end several times during this accident.
-UPI Telephoto
injured.

Calloway County
Defeats Murray
'MURRAY, Ky.-Randy Oliver
pitched a one-hitter as Calloway
County handed Murray High Its
first loss of the season with a
3-1 victoimover the Tigers in a
game here Wednesday.
Oliver struck out 16 of 21 batters he faced.
The lone hit off Oliver came
in the third inning on a single
by David Hughes. Hughes later
scored on a Laker error.
Calvin Murphy connected on a
solo homer for the Lakers in the
first inning.
Murray is now 2-1 on the
season, while Calloway stands at
2-2.
The Tigers will play North
Marshal today at Calvert City.

Colonels Would Like To Forget Last Night's Game

champs in the ABA who open
at home against Carolina in the
playoffs Friday night, were led
The Kentucky Colonels would by Bob Netolicky's 34 points
forget
soon
as
just
probably
and 20-point efforts from Fred
about their last game of the Lewis and Roger., Brown. Brown
season with the New York Nets hit 17 points, including the
and look to the future.
5,000th of his ABA career, as
The only problem is that the Indiana rallied in the second
Kentucky's
in
figure
Nets also
quarter.
future-the first round of the
Mike Lewis scored 26 points
AssociaAmerican Basketball
grabbed 19 rebounds to
and
tion playoffs that begin Friday lead
the
over
Pittsbugh
night.
Cougars, who were paced by
The Colonels showed up with Bob Verga's 31 points.
nine players Wednesday night
New Orleans ran up its
Chapman was
Wayne
but
point total of the season
highest
leave in the first
201 000 0-3 4 2 forced to
Calloway County
Jones sank 30 points.
Steve
as
001 000 0-1 1 7 quarter with an injury. Then
Murray MA
Ron Franz had 26, Gerald
Oliver and Osborne; Hale, Ray
Duel
Olsen,
Bud
Ligon,
Jim
(V.
Clayton
burs eh and Williams.
Govan 24 and Tom Bowens 22.
Carrier and George Tinsley The Bucs led by as many as 20
was
Kentucky
fouled out, but
REMATCH APRIL 27
points in the final quarter.
saved from having to finish the Haywood's 59 points pushed his
PROVIDENCE (U P 1) - game with only four men season total to 2,519 points and
both
Featherweights Leo Diftore of because of a rule stating
ABA rookie
five made him the first
Portland. Main and Jose Ocasio teams must always have
go over the 2,500 mark. His
to
of New York will meet in a men on the court.
59 points broke the mark of 57
rematch on April 27, and Ligon, the first man to foul In one game set by Connie
middleweights Ricky Raimondi out, was brought back into the Hawkins last season. Haywood
and Dewey game and the Colonels were also grakbed 25 reboassesals
of Providence
Roderick oi Toledo, Otilo, will charged with a technical foal. victory.
meet in a co-feature. Difiore New York had trailed, 64-55, at
won a decision over Ocasio last halftime but came back for the
123-112 victory while making 43
month in Boston.
BATEMAN OPTIONED
of 62 free throws.
the
games,
ABA
other
In
ASSISTANT COACH
MONTREAL (UPI)- Catcher
Pittsburgh Pipers beat the
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI)- Fred Carolina Cougars, 132-110, New John Bateman has been opStelninark, the University of Orleans topped Dallas, 145-127, tioned by the Montreal Expos
Texas defensive back whose the Indiana Pacers defeated the to their Triple A farm club, the
eft -leg was amputated for Miami.Floridians, 118-111, and Buffalo Bisons. Bateman suf.
ancer after the 1969 botbsill Denver beat Los Angeles, 152- fered a bruised kidney in an
eason, will be a student 116, as Spencer Haywood set an April 4 exhibition game and Is
expected to return to the Expos
istant coach for the Long- ABA record with 59 points.
orns' freshman team this fall,
The Pacers, Eastern Division when he recovers,
By United Press International

LOOK WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH

MAPPER

COMET

DAYTONA BEACH DUO

Sea

MOTEL

BEACH MOTEL

liver QandsMOTEL

DAYTONA

AERATING

BEACH, FLORIDA

FERTILIZING
LIGHT DOZING

SWEEPING

HAULING

COMET works for you... year 'round
It's a lot more than just a great mower!
The Comet is unexcelled for ease of handling and comfort. It
does a superb Job of grass cutting on all kinds of lawns. This
line piece of equipment also helps with dozens of other chores
when equipped with suitable implements. Ask us for a demonstration on your lawn.

2 SIZES
26,30

EASY TERMS ... HIGHEST TRADE-INS!

y
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PERSONALS

Rainbow For Girls
Make Plans For
Special Events

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp
Regina Dawn is the name
returned home Monday after
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
spending the weekend with
Harrington of 324 Backusburg
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or
their son, Gene Fairchild, Mrs.
Road, Mayfield, for their baby
Fairchild, and children, Steve, der of the Rainbow for Girls
1
2
girl, weighing six pounds 5/
Connie, Mark, and Matt, of held its regular meeting on
ounces, born on Friday, April
Crevecoeur, Mo. Mr. Klapp and Tuesday, April 7, at seven o'10, at the Murray-Calloway
his son attended the opening clock in the evening at the
County Hospital.
baseball game between the St. Masonic Hall.
The new father is employed
Miss Tress McCord, worthy
Louis Cardinals and New York
by Sutherland Oil Company,
Mets on Friday night. They al- advisor, presided, and Miss PatMayfield.
so attended the games on Sat- ricia Evans, recorder, read the
Grandparents are Mr. and
urday and Sunday. Enroute minutes.
Mrs. Tansell Bruce of Lynnville
The Assembly voted to have
home they stopped at Cairo,
and Mrs. Edolie Harrington of
ill., to visit with Mr. and Mrs a practice on April 9 at 3:30
Thursday, April 16
Abbeville, La. Great grandparThe Kentucky Federation of mittee, headed by Miss Chloe
The Business and Professional John Markovich, fornierly of p.m. for special numbers to be
ents are Mr. and Mrs. J. W
Women's Clubs Seventy-fifth Gifford, Lexington, past presi- Women's Club will have a din- Murray.
given at the reception for Ro•
Foy of Lynnville.
• ••
Annual "Diamond Jubilee An- dent of the General Federation ner meeting at the Murray Wo•• •
setta Robertson, Grand Charity,
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Childress niversary" Convention will open of Women's Clubs and the Ken- man's Club House at 8:30 pm. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Banks on Saturday, April 25.
Tickets for the smorgasbord
of Murray Route Two are the with registration at 8:00 a.m., tucky Federation, Mrs. Adron C. E. Brandon, Jr., of Louis- of Fort Wayne, Ind., and Mrs.
By Abigail Van Buren
parents of a baby boy, Anthony Tuesday, April 28, at the Phoe- Doran, Morehead, and Mrs. W. ville will speak on the "Flex- Dan Banks and daughters, Su- supper to be held on Thursday,
san ,and Beth, of Decatur, Ga., April 30, at the Woodmen of
/
2 nix Hotel, in Lexington, and Ed Hamilton, Bardstown. Thir- ible School Calendar"
Lee, weighing six pounds 121
•••
pent the weekend with Mr. and the World building are now beDEAR ABBY: My problem is my mother. She's too ounces, born on Saturday, April continue through Thursday, ty-seven past KFWC Presidents
Temple Hill Chapter No. 311 Mrs. Thomas Banks. While here ing sold by all Rainbow girl:.
lenient! Many times after she has gotten angry and punished 11, at 5:10 a.m. at the Murray- April 30. Mrs. Oscar C. Sow wil: be portrayed by clubwoards, president, Pikeville, has me:: The unveiling of a port- Order of the Eastern Star will they visited their cousin, Miss
The worthy advisor urged fill
me, she will apologize. Why should she apologise when I Calloway County Hospital,
new father is employed chosen "Jewels in the KFWC rait of Miss Gifford painted re- Meet et the Masonic Hall at Kathleen Patterson, and other members to get their reservaknow I had the punishment coming to me?•
relatives.
Crown" as Convention Theme. cently by William Welsh, Lex- 7:30 pm.
tions for the Grand Assembiy
Often the punishment will be depriving me of my dessert. at the Ryan Milk Company.
• ••
•••
In Louisville on June 14-15-16,
Grandparents are Mr. and Members of Murray end Hazel ington, will follow. The picture
Then later she will come to my room bringing the dessert.
Miss Patricia Evans gave a
Mrs. Odell Colson of Murray Woman's Clubs will attend.
will be hung in the Federation
I could give hundreds of other examples, Abby, but I
The Home Department of the
Meetings of State Chairmen Headquarters in Louisville. A
very interesting report on her
Route Two and Mrs. Margaret
think you know what I mean. Please tell me why my mother
Murray
Woman's
Club will meet
and District Governors will be reception will be held in the
trip to Grand Assembly of CaliChildress of Hardin.
acts this way? I can't figure her out.
fornia.
Great grandparents are Mr. held immediately preceding the Ballroom honoring "Diamonds" at the club house at two p.m.
Members present were Barand Mrs. Starkie Colson, Sr., u: opening session at 10:30 a.m. and newly elected Federation Hostesses will be Mesdames DaMIXED UP IN CLEVELAND
vid Henry, Herman Brunk, Orbie Keel, Paula Cook, Nita AtAlmo Route One, Mrs. Pearl Amendments and resolutions officers.
Allbritton
the
was
Ewing
Mrs.
DEAR MIXED: Your mother (like many others) fears Short
via Hendricks, Claude Miller, R.
kids, Denise Xalberer, Joys
of Murray Route Two, will be heard and reports and
On Thursday, at 8:30 a.m.,
D. Langston, and Miss Mau& program leader at the meeting Winchester, Vicki Kalberer,
you'll love her less because she's punished you. [She's and Harry Hartless of Fairfield, awards made.
the Club Presidents' Council
of the Ratak Bell Hays Circle
Nance.
wrong.] No child ever resented punishment he knew he had Va.
Luncheon at 1:00 p.m. will Breakfast will be held with
of the Women's Society of Kris Kimball, Janet Newberry,
•••
us.
coming.
feature, Finals — Fashion Mrs. Roy L. Wiehe, JeffersonChristian Service of the First Tress. McCord, Jadonna Allen,
Saturday, April 18
Angela Beane, Patricia Evans,
"Jewels" in the KFWC Crown town, 1st Vice President, and
Discipline is PROOF of love. When a parent punishes a
A baby girl, Marla Delaine,
A country ham and bean sup- United Methodist Church held Janie Lamb, Linda
and State Officers as Crown Miss Edna Aders, Pikeville.
George, Barchild. he is saying, "You are loved, and I am trying to teach weighing
evening,
13,
April
Monday
on
per will be held at the South
six pounds thirteen
bara Sledd, Irene Futrell, Lynn
you to behave in a socially acceptable manner because I am ounces, was born to Mr. and "Gems". The Gold Belles (Ment- presiding. The program "Orbit Pleasant Grove
at seven o'clock.
United
MethodLa
not going to be around forever to protect and forgive you. U .Mrs. Hugh Arnett of Murray al Health Volunteer Program), of the KFWC Jewels" will de- ist Church from 5:90 to eight "The Dilemma of the Church"
Robertson.
you misbehave, society will not forgive you and let you p Route Seven on Saturday, April Arthritis and Spiritual Values pict what is to be expected in p. m., sponsored by the Metho- was the subject of her program.
Adults present were Mrs.
Awards will be given at this the next 75 years.
dist Men. Cost is 91.50 for adults She discussed many good things
11, at 7:33 a.m. at the Murray
unpunished."
Frances Churchill, mother adtime. Miss Mary Grice, Bay Mi.
At 10:30 am. there Will be and 75
members
to
the
about
think
for
Calloway
County
Hospital.
cents for children under
Children KNOW this. i wish more parents did.
nette, Al.., will be guest speak- the last General Assembly of 12.
and closed by saying "your visor, George Williams, Mrs.
They have two sons, Mark,
er at the luncheon. Miss Grice the clubwomen. A Memorial
dailylife is your temple and Lillian Robertson, and Mrs. Twi•
•
•
ige two, and Alan, age five
lit Coleman.
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a 74-year-old The father is employed with Is known to many Kentuckians Service will follow, with furyour religion".
Sunday,
April
19
d at
Mrs. Rue Overbey gave the
grandmother and an 83-year-old grandfather moving into a the State Agricultural Depart- as a Co-ordinator of the Model ther Awards and Reports.
Mr. and Mrs. Q. T. Guier will
Cities Program under which
The 12:30 Luncheon will feafour room apartment to share expenses? [The apartment has ment.
be honored at an open house devotion on the subject, "For the neat regular meeting to be
Iwo bedrooms, one bath, a kitchen and living room.I
Grandparents are Mr. and Pikeville, Danville, Bowling ture the Shell Oil Award win In celebration of their fiftieth The Now". She gave many time- held on Tuesday, April 21, at
They
WvAnaen i
iaatii
M
ey
t thewill
s
'
n
ps
sbe
oan
lat.
nihei
cd
Mrs. George Arnett of Murray Green and Covington operate tiers, followed by the installa- wedding anniversary at t h e ly upifting thoughts and urged se
are not married and both are on social security.
• ••
programs. She is a member of tion of the newly elected preHoliday Inn, Murray, from three the members to live more fully
Don't you think the neighbors will talk altho I'm sure Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs. the Atlanta Southeastern
now today.
Reg- sident, second vice president to five p.m.
Troy Trousdale of Murray Route
All friends and rethey aren't living together as man and wife?
The meeting was opened with
One. Great grandparents are ional Staff of HUD and was and fourth vice president of latives are invited. The couple
Venice, Italy, has been hit
How can you teach children right from wrong when
the group singing "Are You
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Todd of director of a three-county econo- KFWC. The guest speaker will requests no gifts.
by almost 60 floods in the past
Able"
"Grandma" lives in an apartment with an old man
mic
Meyer,
Memphis,
development
with
David
A.
Miss
be
program
in
Frances
Sear half-cent
•• •
who is Murray Route Seven.
ury.
ton at the piano. °
her home state of Alabama as Tennessee. His message will
not "Grandpa"?
Se.
OLD FASHIONED
well
Mrs.
It
"Tell
Way
as
Charlie
The
a
board
It
Mr.
Is."
Robertson
member of the
preMonday, April 20
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald ThompDEAR OLD FASHIONED: I see nothing "wrong" here.
Association
of Meyer has been active in youth
The Penny Homemakers Club sided at the meeting in the abson, 805 Vine Street, Murray, Southeastern
There ARE two bedrooms and they are not living as man and announce
work for many years and for will meet at the home of MA. sence of the chairman, Dr. Alice
the birth of • baby Community Action Directors.
Koenecke. She led the closing
wife. If the neighbors "talk." they are more to be
There will be a banquet at the past 28 he has served as an Delia Graham at ten a.m.
criticized boy, Michael Evans, weighing
prayer.
•••
than Grandma and Grandpa.
six pounds 131
/
2 ounces, born 6:30 p.m. in Convention Hall at executive of the Boy Scouts of
The Alpha Delta Kappa sor- The minutes were read by
on Saturday. April 11._ at 8:10 which time the Community Im- emerica. A graduate of Ohio
provement Program, Safety, State University, Mr. Meyer is ority, Rho Chapter, will meet the secretary, Mrs. William JefDEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for a.m. at the MuniarCalloway Floral
Designs and Status of a trustee of the American Hum at Kay's Steak House, Paris, frey. Mrs. T. Sledd, conference
County
Hospital.
five months and we are very much in love, and
treasurer, gave her report and
extremely
They have one son, Mickey, Women AWARDS will be given. links Foundation. He has re- Tenn., at seven plus
distributed envelopes for the
happy.
•••
who will be two in May. The Dr. William 0. Hambley, Pike ceived three coveted Freedoms
There is only one thing that we constantly fight
The Sigma Department of the Prayer and Self denial week to
and father is employed with Eurie villa, will be the evening speak- Foundation "George Washinger.
Honor"
Medals
Dr.
ton
argue about. My sister's husband! Phil can't keep
Hiutibley
for
pathis
received
the
Murray
Woman's Club will meet be returned at the May meeting.
Ssarland
Usad
Cars.
his hands
sifiLasteEdwin Thompson, Coldwater Master of Science and M.D. De- riotic speeches in twenty states at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. During the social hour re75th Diamond Jubilee Hostesses will
Our who'.e family is inclined to be affectionate,
Mr and Mrs. gree teom-obleeth-Westarn 13n1be Mesdames E freshments were served by the
but Phil Road, Murray, and
vrsity, Chicago, Ill. He is the Convention will adjourn at 2:30 D. Robetie
hostesses, Mrs sun various
Wrye,
Dallas
Avenue,
Story
A. B. Crass, Harry
805
overdoes it He always greets me with a big hug
Robert Young, and Mrs.
present Mayor of Pikeville, and p.m. followed by a Post-Con- Furches, Wells Purdom,
and kiss, Murray, are the grandparents.
Jr,
which is all right, but it doesn't stop there. He wants
L.
J. Hortin.
known affectionately as the vention Executive Committee and Ed Overbey. Members note
to tit
Great grandparents are Mrs. is
next to me—in preference to sitting next to
his wife. He Francis Wrye, South 15th "Mountain Mover". Through his Sleeting.
Mange in date.
• ••
either has to have his arms around my shoulder,
•••
or my Street, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. efforts Pikeville was named
School at 7:30 p.m. All mem
All-American City in 1966 by
waist, or he insists on pulling me down to sit on his lap.
The Theta Department of the hers are urged to attend.
If I Herman Tidwell and Mrs. FloNational
Municipal
League,
the
try to avoid him, he comes after me He's a big
Murray Woman's Club will meet
•••
man and ra Schroeder, all of Murray and the following year was givvery forceful.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m
Route Three.
Lydian
Sunday School
The
Federal
grant
large
en a
by the
•••
with the program by students Class of the First Baptist
I have told him to quit, but it does no good.
My sister has
Housing and Urban Developfrom
a
Murray
State speech Church will have a potluck sup
Mr. and Mrs. James Odom of
told him to cut it out. He ignores her. My husband
ment Department to develop a
has told Benton Route Four
class. Hostesses will be Mes- per in the fellowship hall of
are the parhim to stop it. He just laugbs. My husband is a
quiet man ents of a baby girl, Jennifer Jo, Model Cities comprehensive
in this world,
dames Castle Parker, Irby Hen- the church at 6:30 p.m. with
and doesn't Want any family fights, so he's
The Suburban Homemakers
INFORMED me weighing seven pounds eight plan. Dr. Hambley would like
don, Nat Beale, and Hassel Kuy- Group IV, Mrs. Owen Farris
there's always
met in the home of Mrs. Len- kendall.
that we have gone to the last family party where
divthe
River
Sandy
see
Big
to
Note change from re- and Mrs. Hillard Rogers, capPhil is apt ounces, born on Monday, April
room for
1th Rogers on Monday evening, gular
to be.
date.
13, at 12:79 a.m. at the Mur- erted through the -.mountains
tains. Miss Frances Brown will
one more.
April
13,
at
downstream,
seven
saving
Pikethus
• ••
I am sick over this, as I love being with my
o'clock.
County
Hospital.
ray-Calloway
family, but I
show slides of The Holy Land.
Mrs. Leon Adams read Procan't blame my husband either. How would YOU handle
Tuesday, April 21
They have two children, Con- ville millions of dollars in flood
this,
verbs 31:30 for the devotion The
damage in future years.
Faith
Abby?
Doran
Circle of
nie Lee, age eight, and Terry
LITTLE ME
At 8:30 a.m. Wednesday, April and the thought for the day the First United Methodist KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
Don, age five. The father is
was "In this day of gathering Church WSCS
ClubJunior
be
29,
will
a
there
DEAR 'STILE: I'd certainly not let •
will meet at the HOW TO TREAT THEM.
fresh employed at Dawson Springs. women Breakfast, with Awards gloom, there are four
things home of Mrs. Bun Swann, 403 IN JUST 24 HOURS.
brother-In-law keep ME from enjoying the family
Grandparents
are
and
Mr.
gatherings.
It not pleased, your 45.
and a Past Governors' Club and you can do with your hands: North 16th Street, at two p.m.
I'd carry an umbrella—rain or shine, and I'd
drug counter. Getting uphock It ICY
greet Phil with Mrs. James Rudd of Benton Past State Presidents' Breakfast wring them, fold them, put
nights log
Call your We/come
or BACKACHE may warn
•••
a peke in the ribs and a warning to keep his
of fumeFour.
Route
grandmothGreat
ItIthete disorders — "Danger
distance. I'd not
featuring 7'Pearls" in the KFWC them in your pockets or lay The Murray-Calloway County Urinal
Wagon Hostess now.
Ahead."
Help
let him sit next to me, or pat his hands on
are
Rudd,
Y.
ers
Mrs.
W.
Mrs
nature witk iteati•
BOthem on some job that needs Association for
me. And I would
Crown.
.
Retarded Chi.- KET3 diuretic. NOW at i dashes
Curt Noles, and Mrs. ha Stark,
use that umbrella to whack him with if he so much
Phone 752-2379
The General Assembly sess- doing," written by Mart,n Van dren will meet at Robertson name).
as moved
HOLLAND DRUG
In my direction. After a while he'd gel
ion at 10:30 a.m. will hear a re. bee.
Obi idea.
S. If you 11 of Benton.
•••
think an umbrella would be too caliph:mins
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings called the
port from the Nominating Comoo a bone-dry,
sunny day in August, carry a gel &di.]
Mr. and Mrs. Don Paschall mittee and the presentation of roll and each member answered
of Murray Route One are the Candidatels. The program will by relating the nicest thing an
What's your problem! If -0—
sel better If you get it off parents of a baby boy, Tracy be' "Jewels" in the KFWC adult ever did for her when
your chest. Write to ABBY. OK MN, Lou
she were a child.
Angeles, Cal. Pierce, weighing seven pounds Crown, Awards and Reports.
IlErs. -Varro Clark gave a very
Mit Foe a personal reply sod's, stamped,
The nteite 'Writhe/en, Wedittsthirteen
ounces,
born
on
Monaddressed
feature
will
Junior informative lesson on "Updatenvelope.
day, April 13, at 12:06 p. m. at day,
the Murray-Calloway County "Jewels" in the KFWC Crown ing The Entrance To Your
anci.special Awards. Mrs. Rob Home". A visitor gains his first
Hospital.
Their other children are Te- ert D. Silk, Overland Park, Kan. and last impression of your
resa, age 101
/
2, and Terry, age sas, Director of Junior Clubs, home from the entrance as he
eight. The father is employed General Federation of Women's arrives and leaves. Therefore
at the General Tire and Rub- Clubs, will be the guest speak make the front entrance the
The newly elected 16170-71 of- sponsibilities of her office.
er. Mrs. Silk has been actively center of interest or focal
ber
Company, Mayfield.
ficers of the Calloway County
Bets.
;Riley, reporter, installGrandparents are Mr. and engaged in Federation work for point. Some ways she suggestHigh Beta Club were installed ed rarea Roach, who explained
15 years. After attending her ed to update your home were
In, an impressive candle cere- the significance of the violet Mrs. Hafford Paschall of Murremodel the front door, paint
mony held in Jeffrey Gymnas- candle, after explaining to her ray Route Four and Mr. and first GFWC Convention in Cali- to
Mrs. Paul Pierce of Kirksey fornia, Charlotte Silk was so your home or trim in a color,
ium, Wednesday, April 8.
the duties of her office.
add modern lighting fixtures to
Ruth Ann Barrow, vice prePaul Rushing, parliamentar- Route One. Great grandparents inspired that she returned to
your etnrance and remove
Reduced
sident, presided in the absenc ian, installed Mike Burchett, are Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hall of lead her Junior Club to the
overgrown plantings.
Murray
Route
Two
and
Mrs.
very
top
in
the Statd of Missof the president, Danny Chap- who explained the significance
The next meeting will be in
of Kirksey. ouri, - with the highest honor
man.
of the orange candle, after e. Lillie Mae Pierce
• ••
roll over all the other clubs, the home of Mrs. Harry Russell
The vice president explained plaining to him the duties of
1408 Poplar, on Monday, May
Rose Ann is the name chosen both Junior and Senior.
Cottons & Knits
the duties of the president and his office.
Her 11 at 7:30 p.m.
vice president, installing Kevin
Wanda Garret, song leader, by Mr and Mrs. Frank Werker, community service has been
• ••
with Matching
Jr.,
Waldrop
Trailer Court, varied and dedicated. She has
Cooper, who explained the sig- installed Randy Lee, who exTops
nificance of the white candle, plained the significance of the Murray, for their baby _girl, served on such boards as the
as president; and Tim Fannin, green candle, after explaining weighing seven pounds eight Presidents and Past Presidents'
who explained the significance to him the duties of his office ounces, born on Monday, April General Assembly of Kansas
Susan Pigg represented the 13, at 557 a. m. at the Mur- City, Missouri, Council of FedOf the red candle, as vice preray-Calloway County Hospital erated Clubs, the Civic
sident.
members of the club in esLeague
The new father is a student of Kansas City, the
Carolyn Venable, recording plaining the significance of*
Salvation
at
Murray
State
University.
Army Women's Auxiliary. J. C.
secretary, explained the duties g Aden candle.
The Waiting Wives Club me
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Werker, Wives, P.T.A., and Junior
of her office and installed San- Mrs. Myrtle Jones, the coWoSr.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Arva men's Philharmonic. Mrs. Sus do the home of Mrs. Carol Far
dra Hargrove, who explained sponsor, then declared the ofde on Friday, April 10, at six
Hauck, all of Vincennes, Ind., is the mother of four
the significance of the blue ficers officially installed.
child- thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Rhonda Black gave the devot- are the grandparents. Mrs. 0. ren, studied law with her huscandles. Sandra wap elected ear
A spaghetti supper was sere
C.
Powell
of
Atlanta,
Ga.,
and
recgptly
band,
taking
ion.
coursei at ed followed
Preceding the installation,
Her in the meetin'g to fill the
by a social hour.
vacancy left when Jan Brows a short business meeting was Mrs. Asa Mauck of Vincennes, the University of Kansas in
Those present were MesdameS
Ind.,
are
great.
grandmothers.
Public Relations and Parliameo
held. Plans were discussed for
uithdrew from school.
•••
Farris, -bebbie Williams, Ann
i.ary Procedure.
Cynthia Cooper, correspond- a bake sale, the district meetKelly Dodson, Betty Baker
ing secretary, installed Linda ing, and the banquet.
Poached brussels sprouts are
'There will be a General As Cheryl Alexander, Lod Lax,
•• •
Need
Arnold after explaining to her
flavorful. Bring to boil in sauce- :;embly M 2:30 p.m., recognd and Jan Vance.
the duties of her office.
pan: I cup of chicken broth Of ing District "Jewels" in the
The next meeting will be heid
Mike Kline. treasurer, install- 1 herr are about 250 species bouillon,
I tablespoon of dry KFWC Crown. A Fine Arts Tea on April 25 at Fulton. For re
ed Katherine Hardy, who ex if 'shark,
servations contact Ann Kelly
vermouth, and a dash of whits and balloting will follow.
plained the isiginificance of the
• ••
peppetn Add 2 19-ounce pack- • The-special "Diamond Janie Dodson by April 22.
*lack candles.
as of frozen brussels sprouts Banquet" will be held at e :to
Minnie, Peal, assistant tree.
defoliated Cover and cook about 8
ths
t• s, p.m. in the Convention hall A
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
'surer. installed Tonya Buey.
.0011 Bern of Northeastern ntil. just lender.
• raffic sus i.1.•fits killsil :ill)
\O PARKING PROI3LEM
Makes 6 Tpecial program will be pies(iiit
1
ter explaining to her the' re- --"oudlands ml96').
•
ILA MAE NUIE and LARUE SPANN —
rvings.
Diamond
Jubilee
Cora iirrooritrin Iloni Kong in l'/64).
ed by the
OWNERS
•
_ •

Too lenient
mom, no good

to.
Members Of Murray & Hazel Woman's
Clubs To Attend The "Diamond Jubilee
Anniversary" Convention In Lexington

Mrs. Allbritten Is
Program Leader At
Circle Meeting

urban Club Has
eet In Home Of
rs.•Lenith Rogers

•

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!

THE TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP

Officers Of Calloway High Beta Club
Are Installed In Candlelight Ceremony

Is +laving A . . •

BIG PROMOTION SALE
• All Dresses
• All Slacks & Tops
Greatly Reduced

Spaghetti Supper
Held At The Home
Of Mrs. Farris

A Graduation Gift or a Mothers Day Gift?
Now's the Time!

Town & Country Shop
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First Negi
MSU "Not
Is Black"

Although this fall I
Brooks of Jackson.
become Murray State
ty's first Black professi
"not hired because he i
Dr. Ben Humphreys
the guidance-counseliN
moot in which the 28-yes
nnessean will teach salt
ks met all the require
the opening in this dem
he just happens to be
am sold on the man."
As an assistant profo
ooks will teach two cot
devote the remainder of
to work In the Guidance:
seling Center, a unit int
of Education.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter
the school, said:
"Brooks will be just
competent faculty men
deserves publicity bee
his capabilities, not h
"I intend to do ever;
my power to see that he
pted and treated just 11
faculty members."
In an interview, Brook
had long conferences
Humphreys and Huntei
accepting the post.
"If the position had be
ed for 'show case' or
dressing," he explan
would not have been in
and would not have acre!
A 1964 graduate of La
ege in Jackson, Brooks
master's degree, with .
In guidance and counselit
Murray State and has I
years' experience in Us
In August he will recei
Murray a second advanc
ee, the specialist in e
degree. He plans to coati
dy toward his doctorated
the near future.
He taught fourth grade
ton, Mo., for a year befoi
into adult education wonl
eston under the Manpowe
opment Training Act. In ;
to teaching two adult cla4
three years, he served I
ject as a vocational guidai
aselor.
Brooks was then guidan
nselor at Sikeston High
for one year before cot
the Murray campus last
a connsetot in the Upwari
Project.
While studying this yew
EdS degree he has cont
work with Upward Bound,
former participants in tt
mes and at their schools
uate the contributions
Bound has made to their
tional growth.
Brooks is a serious an
fled young man, intense
feeling that he should be
nized for his professional
and not the color of hi
"I had hoped the novel
Black's being named to ti
ray faculty had worn o
said, gesturing empha
This was in reference is
headlines in newspapers.
He is described as "hal
lag and very sharp" by D.
phreys. "He has demon
his proficiency through ac
training and experience."
Brooks termed as "a
cant sign of hope" the
exchange of ideas betwee
students and the univer;
ministration. "If this bee
true dialogue, much will
omplish ed."
Although he is a stroni
er in education, he looks
ily to the practical vn
solution of comet raci
terns. "The area of th
of work does not allow
equal participation,"
Decrying the public's
"militancy" as physical
ce, Brooks described hh
"militant from the static
one who sees social injul
works for the eliminatii
situation."
"My active involvemet
ded to help bring about s
of equity and harmony,"
ed. "Unless we all — reE
of race work in this di
we are going to have total
Brooks called racism s
try a "cancer eating the
of people. "When the di
racism and bigotry is mu
added, "educational achil
will prevail."
Citing his selection of
State for guidance study,
stated, "I feel safe in sa:
• Black-student can get a
tion at this university
good as or better than the
he would receive on ar
campus in Kentucky."
"I think the Black stut
reached the point that het
he must accept himself
an individual," he said.
ssing pride in his race'si
and culture, the young Ins
added, "I am somebody;
want to be white — black
While at Lane Collage

elts
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First Negro Professor At
MSU "Not Hired Because He
Is Black" Says Dept. Head
'e
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Although this fall Ernest T.
Brooks of Jackson, Tenn., will
become Murray State University's first Black professor, be was
"not hired because he is Black."
Dr, Ben Humphreys head of
the guidance-counseling department in which the 22.-year-old To.
Justice Doug hi%
nnessean will teach said: "Brooks met all the requirements of
the opening in this deeartment —
he just happens to be Black. I
am sold on the man."
As an assistant professor, Brcoks will teach two courses and
devote the remainder of his time
to work in the Guidance andCounseling Center, a unit in the School
of Education.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, dean of
the school, said:
"Brooks will be just another
ERNEST T. BROOKS
competent faculty member who
deserves publicity because of was active in the campus chapter
his capabilities, not his race. of NAACP. For two years he was
"I intend to do everything in a class officer and served as
my power to see that he is acce- president In his senior year. He
pted and treated just like other was also a member of Omega
Psi Phi, a national social fraterfaculty members."
In an interview, Brooks saidhe nity, and of the college branefr
had long conferences with both of the Boy Scouts.
His alma mater nominated him
Humphreys and Hunter before
accepting the post.
for "Outstanding Young Mai of
"If the position had been creat- America" for 1970. He was receDOUGLAS IS TARGET—Houss
ed for 'show case' or 'window ntly notified that he had been
Minority Leader Gerald It
dressing," he explained, "I approved by the national judging
would not have been interested committee and his biography will Ford of Michigan is leading
and would not have accepted it." be included in the 1970 volume. a drive to bring proceedings
A 1964 graduate of Lane CollHis wife is the former Miss against Supreme Court Jusege in Jackson, Brooks holds a Patricia Hampton of Jackson, tice 'William 0. Douglas.
master's degree, with a major also a graduate of Lane. They Amcng charges: Douglas rein guidance and counseling, from, have two sons: Ernest T. Jr., 6 ceived $12,000 a year salary
Murray State and has had five years, and Hal Christopher, 18 as president of it foundation
which received much of its
years' experience in that field. months.
In August he will receive from
Mrs. Brooks will receive her funds from Las Vegas gamMurray a second advanced degr- master's, with an English major, bling casinos. Douglas reee, the specialist in education at Murray State's August graduae signed the post in May 1969.
degree. He plans to continue stu- tion.
dy toward his doctorate degree in
the near future.
He taught fourth grade in Stiteston, Mo., for a year before going
into adult education work in Stk.
eston under the Manpower Development Training Act. In addition
By Thurman Sensing
to teaching two adult classes for
three years, he served the proEXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
ject as a vocational guidance cote
nselor.
Southern States Industrial Council
Brooks was then guidance cote
School
High
nselor at Sikeston
for one year before coming to
the Murray campus last June as THE -411LAME OF THE SENATE those seeking humiliation ot a
a counselor in the Upward Bowed
great region of the United States.
Project.
Senators Cook, Spong and Fulrejection
Senate's
S.
U.
The
While studying this year for his
reelection
Judge G. Harrold Carswell bright are not up for
EdS degree he has continued tc of
But the voters of
year.
this
Supreme
the
for
nominee
a
work with Upward Bound,visiting as
Texas will have
Court reveals the low estate to Tennessee and
year toregisthis
former participants in their hoty
opportuni
an
under
fallen
has
which that body
the
regarding
views
mes and at their schools to evaltheir
ter
n
bipartisa
the domination of a
Senators
of
votes
uate the contributions Upward
Carswell
antiLiberal coalition. The action also
Bound has made to their educaand Yarborough. There is
exposes the almost pathological Gore
tional growth.
for likely to be a greundswell of rihas
camp
Liberal
the
hatred
Indignation against SenBrooks is a serious and dignithe Southern part of the United ghteous
fied young man, intense in his States, the region that played atore Gore and Yarborough for
their region and makfeeling that he should be recoga leading role in the establish- deserting
cause with those
common
nized for his profession' ability
ing
ment of the republic and whose
and not the color of his skin. people always have been so ready who want to downgrade it.
"I had hoped the novelty of a
If there ever was any doubt
to defend their country.
Black's being named to the MurSenate's action was the as to the real political allegiance
The
he
off,"
worn
ray faculty had
result of undiluted sectional bias. of Senators Gore and Yartorsaid, gesturing emphatically. President Nixon "told it like it ugh , their votes against Judge
This was in reference to recent
Is" when he declared after Judge Carswell should have cleared it
headlines in newspapers.
Senator Gore is an extreme
's defeat that the Senate,
He is described as "hardwork- Carswell
presently constituted," "dove" on Vietnam and a leader
is
it
"as
HumDr.
by
sharp"
ing and very
not approve a Southerner. of the defeatist element in the
phreys. "He has demonstrated will
a moving and forthright Senate. Senator Yarborough is a
In
his proficiency through academic
t Mr. Nixon said: "I favorite of the union monopolists
statemen
training and experience."
d the bitter feeling of who consider their national union
understan
Brooks termed as "a signifiAmericans who live organizations as a virtual state
cant sign of hope" the recent millions of about the act of regwithin a state. By voting against
South
the
In
Black
between
ideas
of
exchange
ation that took udge Carswell, they showed in
discrimin
ional
ady
universit
the
students and
the Senate. They have a conclusive manner that they
ministration. 'If this becomes a place in
e that the day will lace the values and political
assuranc
my
true dialogue, much will be acccome when men like Judges Car. ambitions of the Liberal coalir
omplished."
ahead of the interests of
swell and Haynsworth can and
Although he is a strong bell
tates.
on the high court."
sit
their
will
primar
er in education, be looks
shame of the Senate Southerners, to be sure, sirnthe
is
It
ily to the practical world to
that it would turn down the Pres- Is ly want a responsible, consersolution of current racial p
ident's nominees for a judicial
vative court. They will support
'ems. "The area of the worl
post because, as Mr. Nixon said,
full
allow
not
a sound jurist whether he comes
does
work
of
birth,
their
of
accident
"the
of
from California, Oregon, Indiaequal participation."
the fact that they were born in
na, or any other state. They
Decrying the public's idea o
protonthe South." It should be
asking for a regional bale.
aren't
"militancy" as physical viol
ndly shocking to Americans of
on the Supreme Court, But
ce, Brooks described himself
wherever they live, nee
will,
good
Southerners understandably re"militant from the standpoint
that the Liberal coalition in the sent deliberate efforts to exclude
one who sees social injustice
ed
determin
so
be
Senate would
14ualifted men from the South and
works for the elimination of th
to punish the people of one sec- to deny them preferment. They
situation."
tion and confine them to second- also resent the hypocrisy of the
"My active involvement Ls neeclass status in the nation. Appar- Liberals who preach endlessly
solutions
about
bring
help
to
ded
ently Southerners are good enou- about "equal justice" and then
addhe
"
of equity and harmony,
gh to fight and die in Viet Nam and gang up on Southern jurists to
ss
ed. "Unless we all — regardle
their cottntry oo other
defend
make sure that a native of one
of race — work in this direction,
But when it comes th
fronts.
of the country is denied
part
we are going to have total chaos.
placing them in posts 4 responBrooks called racism and bigo- sibility at home, the sectional bi- a place on the highest court
in the land. That such a furrow
try a "cancer eating the hearts"
tterness of the Liberals bars
of people. "When the disease of Southerners from key posts. That and partisan view prevails in
the U. S. Senate should be a
racism and bigotry is cured," he
certainly, is a strange way to source of sadness to Americans
added, "educational achievement
promote "unity" in this country. living in all 50 states of the
will prevail."
For Southerners, the most sho- Union.
Murray
of
his
selection
Citing
aspect of the rejection of
cking
The U, S. Senate, which has
State for guidance study, Brooks
Carswell was the action
Judge
so many noble roles in
played
stated, "I feel safe in saying that
Souof a handful ofsenators from
be re.a Black-student can get an educa.
turned their American history, must
who
states
thern
from the Liberal coalition at this university that is as
region and jeined scued
their
on
back
tion now in charge. Responsible
good as or better than the training
with the Liberal pack trying to citizens in both parties and all
he would receive on any other
South.
humiliate the
regions of the country no doubt
campus in Kentucky."
Five senators stand out. These
"I think the Black student has are Democratic Senators Albert will wish President Nixon to go
reached the point thathe realizes Gore of Tennessee. Ralph Var. to the country this fall and explain the need for truly fairhe must accept himself first as
borough of Texas, WillLam B.
minded senators to be elected.
an individual," he said. ExpreJ.
and
Virginia,
of
Spong Jr.,
ssing pride in his race's heritage William Fulbright, of Arkansas,
and culture, the young instructor
and Republican Marlow Cook of
liter TIPS( oil tPit14 tUIr. Ifl Ow
added, "I am somebody; I don't
Kentucky. Their names — and ailed States mere laid sham
be.
is
black
—
white
be
to
want
-e
actions --no doubt will live in 1867.
the ' National
sa% $
tiful."
the in emery i2L_Seutherners who r:74Tgikpli
Brooks
Collage
. While at Lane
with
line-up
are appalled at their
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National Presbyterian Church
Added To Must-See List In DC
the
United Presbyterian atioo had no church in the
By LOUIS CASSELS
Church,
one of America's nation's capital large enough to
UPI Religion Writer
largest Protestant denomina, accommodate the 1959 state
funeral of Presbyterian Elder
Aribther great religious edi- lions. It also will sponsor
fice. is ready to join the seminars, conferences and stu- John Foster Dulles, the secretary of state.
Natienal Cathedral (Episcopal) dies aimed at bridging some of
Luce felt that the Presbyterand the National Shrine of the the galas which beset communiians should have a suitably
Immaculate Conception (Ro- cation in American society
man - Catholic) on the "must- between people of different impressive national church in
Washington for the funeral of
3ee" for visitors to Washington, races, creeds, nationalities and
another Presbyterian statesman
generations.
D.C.
whom he greatly admired,
Luce Dream
It's called the
National
President
Dwight D. EisenhowThe
huge
neo-Gothic
church
D resbyterian Church and Cen'
er. Although formal dedication a cathedral in all but name-Is er
The publisher
headed a
:eremonies won't take place the fulfillment of a dream loos
committee and raised the funds
anti' next month, it's already cherished by Time-Life publisher Henry Luce. Luce was an - about $8,5 million- required
apen to visitors.
ardent
Presbyterian and it for the building project.
As the name suggests, it will
Unfortunately, Luce didn't
;farm as a national center of dismayed him that his denominlive to see it completed. Nor
did Eisenhower, whose funeral
was conducted a year ago- in
Puzzle
the same Washington Episcopal
Y.""1"
ROOM
Cathedral where Dulles' last
ACROSS
07=100 MEM ODOM
3-Teutonic deity
rites were held.
4-Mountain passes
al96.10V.1
11
61A21011
30
1 Pronoun
5-Build
Chief Minister
OU141101
4 Symbol for
6-Land of the free
RIPR9 ORRO
The Rev. Dr. Edward L. R.
cerium
7 Number
111114 M1211:11110 bPci
6-Make amends •
8-Preposition
Elson, chaplain of the U.S.
11 Deep sleep
Dt
VEICI
9 Symbol for
ii114
Senate, is the chief minister of
13 Domestic
nickel
03MUM
@RR
servant
10 Christian
the new church. The conference
LIODP3 05:1110
15-Symbol for
festival
MOON
center- a separate operationgold
12 Hebrew letter
IlialO.M.3 [BROOM'
16 Ingredient
14 Is defeated
is under the direction of Dr.
18-Comunction
17 Planet
OMR MO 111R140
Lowell R. Ditzen.
19-Compass point
20-Girl's name
MEM
0:70U
21-Mark left by
23-Conrunction
Built of white Indiana limes16
wound
24-Pronoun
tone, the church will seat 1,260
22-Grain (pi )
39-Gun
•
25-Lampreys
51-Reach across
24 Apportion
27-Wan
53-City in Russia
41-Tense
people. The architectural high26 Journey
30-Crowd
57 Devoured
43-Wears away
lights of the sanctuary are a
• 28 Bishopric
disturbance
44.N.h. down
continent
58-A
29 Chemical
pulpit overhung by a gracefully
32 Twist
(abbr)
46-Displaced
compcund
35-Breach Of faith
soaring marble canopy, and
person labor) 60 Poem
31 Cicatrix
33 Rupees (abbr.) 37 Man's name
62-Note of scale
46-Retail
magnificent stained glass win38-Walk wearily
intableshmer4
34-Lawdect 44-1,
hiont (cord 1- - dows, of the modern faceted315•Appellation of
Athena
glass-in-epoxy type, designed by
7
38 Township
the great Philadelphia craftsEEG 4
(abbr)
SI
SO-Classify
13
man Henry Willett. The win14
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6 in 10 welfare mothers
unemployable, study shows

State Agriculture Commissio- es: motor vehicle scales, 22 per- to be able to provide the consumner, J. Robert Miller, today ex cent, gasoline pumps, 14 per- ers with this added protection at
pressed concern over the high cent small capacity scales, 12 the retail levels, he is concerned
percentage of retail packag percent; agricultural feed, seed, with the need for additional inspitems being found shortweigh
and fertilizer, 8 percent; and ectors.
by the Division of Weights &
stockyard scales, 8 percent.
"The six inspectors assigned
asures inspectors.
"Athough our mechanical in- to this special team were taken
Miller said during March, In- spections indicate that too many from other inspection duties,"
spectors checked 25, 786 retail devices are failing to pass in- Johnson said, "which means that
packaged items at 200 stores spections," Johnson said, "our many mechanical devices includand supermarkets.
critical problems are with food ing gasoline pumps, will go un"Of these 25,786 items, 10,- Items, because these effect prac- inspected for a period of perhaps
215, or 40 percent, had to be tically every citizen of Kentuc- two years."
condemned because of short-wei"However," he continued,
ght," Miller declared. He said "We realize our limitation in "since we do not have as many
price-wise, a random calculation being able to provide adequate Inspectors as we need, our plan
showed an average error on the
rcement to completely stop is to concentrate only on the high
condemned packages to be 6.3 is kind of deception," Johnson density
commercial traffic,
cents per package.
eclared, "but our plans are which is what we are doing with
"We are deeply concerned abmove fast to present many of our retail package team,"
out this high condemnation rate," e cases to our courts. We feel
R. E. Palmore, Jr., Deputy
Miller said, "not only because is will offer us assistance in Commissioner for Regulations
it is high, but also because it topping this, drain on the con- and Services, said that although
Involves food items wadi most sumers."
creation of the specialized team
every family must buy. Adding He said that during March, means more concentration in one
to our concern is the fact that court actions were initiated ag- area of service and less in oththese violations are being found ainst merchants and packers. In ers, the present course seems to
by inspectors working in differe- addition, 132 merchants, pack- serve the greatest number of connt areas of the State, indicating ers, and distributors were plac- sumers. He said the six retail
that there are no pockets or ed on official warning.
inspectors, because of their inpatterns of infractions."
tensive training in retail packagMiller said added emphasis Johnson said that last week ing control, are not only more
The study said 31 per cent of the children in
was placed on the inspection of a Louisville store, Kroger No. effective, but can also handle a
these families were born out of wedlock.
retail packaged items earlier 36, was fined $500 and costs greater volume of inspections.
The typical welfare family lived in cities with
this year with the creation of a In Jefferson County Court for a
only one in seven in rural areas, had three children
six-man team specially trained weights and measures violation.
and one adult, and was not a long-term case.
In this phase of inspection work. He said the firm was served with
AewmaarrThese inspectors concentrate on a "'arrant after inspectors Courtmeat and produce items packaged ney Eirikous and Noel Vincenthad For vacationers' oonveni
and weighed for sale on the pre- found the store offering for sale
length skirt.
mises.
BONN(LIPI)-1% estGermany'b
Items with less quantity or weight
"It's a smoking dress," a
George Johnson, Director of as represeaited.
lane autobahns will
four and six,
spokesman said.
the Weights & Measures DivisNoting that inspectors often be closed to trucks on Saturdays
The Jeweled creation was ion,
said high condemnation rat- find packages where the shortage and Sundays again this summer
from the drawing board of
LONDON (UPI):
Now
es are also being experienced represents an error as high as to allow faster travel by the 10
goes
by
Michael
Fish
who
they've got jeweled smokthe name of "Mr. Fish" in with wholesale items such as $2.20, Johnson said that Kentuc- million vacationers who use the
ing gowns -,for men. And
the trade and is famous for cookies, meats, candy, cottage ky's weights and measures pro- highways, the federal governthey look like evening
far out things like maxi cheese, flour ,and rigs. He said gram has a per capita(xist ofonly ment told parliament.
dresses.
length sweaters reaching the condemnation rate of these 11 cents.
Holger Boerner, parliamentary
The gown of white crimItems inspected has also been
.he ankles.
As for the special team
state secretary in the Ministry
plene has long sleeves and
about 40 percent.
•
working in retail packaging insp- of Transportation, slid thg govwhat the ladies call a
Commenting on other inspec- ections, Johnson said it was cre- ernment
plunging neckline, showing
was sticking to its plan
California
hunters shoot tions by the Division of Weights ated because of concern over the despite protests from fruit
a bare chest. There is a
&
Mea.aires,
Johnson
reported
about 10 million gime animals
jeweled belt and a floor
increase in condemnation rates. farmers.
the following condemnation rat- He said that while
a year.
he is pleased
WASHINGTON (UPI): Nearly 15 per cent of
working welfare mothers let their children fend
for themselves while they are on the job, says a
new government study.
The survey of Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) was the government's first nationwide analysis of the nation's largest, most controversial welfare program since 1913'/. It was prepared by the Health, Education and Welfare Department's National Center for Social Statistics..
THE 1969 STUDY found that more than six in
10 welfare mothers were not employable because
they were not able to work, lacked job skills or
had fulltime household duties. Of the 20 per
cent considered "in the labor force," 15.5 per cent
were working and the others were looking forwork.
Most mothers who worked or were enrolled in
work training had their children cared for privately,
usuallylly relatives. But in 33,400 welfare families,
the children looked after themselves while their
mothers worked or trained for jobs.
DAY CARE FACILITIES were used by only 5
per cent of the mothers with children under age 3;
11 per cent with children 3 to 5; and 3 per cent
with children 6 to 14. President Nixon's welfare
reform proposal would establish a program of day
care facilities for children of wurking MOthers.
In the 1.630,400 families sampled, 92 per cent
had mothers in the home but only 18 per cent had
fathers living with the children. Most of the fathen were gone because of divorce, separation or
desertiott.

Campanella, who stars in
"The Bold Ones," is not now
nor has he ever been a member
of the mob. Neither does he
know any Mafiosi. He has
Indicated he has no desire tc
join their ledge.
Joe's appearance and name
invariably pose a professional
problem.
If a producer needed an actor
to stab another actor in the
back, who better than- Cam'panella?
Stuck With Gangster Image
"I was stuck with a gangster
image," said Joe,
"Anyhow, the Mafia thing
began in the United States and
worked its way back to Sicily.
Now it has spread all over the
world.
"For years, thanks to my
appearance, I played midEuropeans; Frenchmen, R USS1ANS, Jews. Doti things are
changing a little bit now. I've
even portrayed an Irish cop."
Campanella plays an attorney
- not to say mouthpiece - in
those segments of "The Bold
Ones" which air under the title
of "The Lawyers."
"Slowly television and motion
pictures are losing the notion of
casting according to racial
types," he said.
Roles Are More Selective
"The doors are opening and
the roles are more selective.
Any part is open to me now. I
can play a heavy or a hero."
Well and good. But what
about the sandy-haired, blueeyed, pale skinned actors who
are bent on playing Mafia
types? Are the doors open to
them?
Campanella had not entertained this discrimination
against the Celts, Anglo-Saxons
and certain Patagonians.
Let it be remembered that
fair haired, azure-eyed Burt
Lancaster once played an
Indian.
His background notwithstanding, Joe Campanella has not
'prejudiced anyone against him
H not even the constabuiarly or
grand juries of the sovereign
state of New Jersey.

y
.

Smoking Gown
For Father

Peanuts®
PEANUTS

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Joe
Campanella has refined the
delicate
between
difference
being of Sicilian and Italian
heritage. One is suspect, the
other is not.
Campanella, despite his blue
eyes and 6-foot, 2-inch stature,
Is Sicilian which he claims is
all too frequently translated
"Mafia."
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by Charles M. Schulz
HEE TRE
WORLD WARI FLONG
ALE ABUUI.1U1AKe
OFF FROM AN
AERODROME
SOMEWHERE
IN FRANCE

COME BACK!
YOU CAN'T FLY
IN WEATHER
LIKE THIS!
COME SACK!

SOMEONE DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THAT POOR CHAP!

NE'S OB1OU5LLI 1-1‘eSTERICAL!

Nancy

by Ernie Bushrniller
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Abbie 'N Slats
by R. Van Buren
EXACTLY. YOU KNOW
DORIS, HE DOES SUGGEST
THE LATE CHARLIE DOBBS ,'

AUTOS POE

SP R
19

4-wheel drive, six
full removable tot

PARK

Corner of'

REAL ESTATE PC

2 ACRES about 2 1
on Hwy. 641 with
room home, central
pet throughout, gar
ed,newwelIwhflJ
large shop building
made into three I
about eight trailer n
want a nice home a
see this one.
50 ACRES on Old 1
Paris Road about VA
Murray, new three
lime, large .
as
— disposal, washer-ind place, carpet, 2 batJ
carport, storage be
stock barn, 411 fanc
oneblf down and be
26 yean.
12 ACRES on Hwy.
8 miles West, nice 5-n
home, good stock b
hog fence, $17,500.00
and one acre, 512,50
70 ACRES on !Lentz
bear New Concord
$6,300.00.
NEW SHOP building
ideal clesn-up shop,
000.00.
GOOD two-bedroom h
hospital and school 161
00.
GOOD two-bedroom
Hwy. 641 at Almo Hgti
00.
17 ACRES open lend
miles West on Hwy. I
well, small stock barn
without new trailer Is
3 ACRES on Irvan Cc
about 1 mile off Hwy.
building site, may $2,
52 ACRES on Hwy. 121
water, good building 14
munity water system, c
000.00.
NICE 3-bedroom atm
with full basement, n
cc-port, on 2 acres shot
east on Hwy. 34, only
00.
GOOD GROCERY btu
bout 5 miles out on in
way, includes living
grocery building, furnt
tures and stock. Print
25 ACRES with good 3.
home about 3 miles a
mo, $8,500.
GALLOWAY REAL ES
Insuramze Agescy, Mui
Phone 7534842.
A CORNER LOT, 13th
ive, Booed for four api
18750.00. Phone 75182
_ 6:00 p. m.
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I'VE BLOWN UP THE HOBO'S
PICTURE AND MADE IT INTO A
sLiDe,c.B. THAT WHAT
• YOU WANTED ??
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Commissioner Expresses Concern On
hort Weights In Retail Packaging

F—Ciildren left alone
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

VI GUESS SO LONG AS
DON'T DiSTURS ANYBOOY.
NOt3ODY'LL MIND MY
SLEEPIN' HERE.

LOT 770, located at Pi
Shores. Call 443-2174.
Delia Eipson, 2300 Br
Paducih, Ky.
TWO-YEAR-OLD brie
Ceistml Mr end heat,
den and kitchen, him
ed living nom, three
bedrooms, carpeted, to
utility room and carpoi
753-9922.
BY OWNER: Three
brick house on Dods
down payment, tran
Loan. Phone 753-6164.
LOT for sale on Pi
Shores. Phone 753.661

•I OM

KENIANA SHORES-4
and larger lake latices', central water, a
lake view, As little as
small down paymeo
4384320 for directice
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141' Abuse
by Al Capp
I
C/6 BETTER
GO FIND
92-- MAM WI'S
OUT \N1.4%,/
tiiLL UPSHE'S

AN'IT'S

9:30!!

5uRNINIt
TH'
MI DN 1GHT
01 L- -

bIT QUITE
A CHUNK
OUTA IT,
DIDN'T HE?

`10'TOOK
1I-1' USUAL

PRE-CAUTIONS
AM E, 5—

NATCHERLY

RY `PA R,HEGITS
A

FEARFUL
H EADACHE—A'
N
A CRAVIN'
TIN CANS.P.r

ONE HOUSE with ti
nients, one block froc
campus. All three ar
for the coming year. 2
one more apartment ca
ed. Lot 125x200. Pb
2477.
FOR SALE or rent: b
two-bedroom house tat
lot, located 1322 S
Phone 733-5332 after 4

WAPFT813 TO
WANTED
Used Vo
around 1960 model,
in good mechanical ski
7S9-3110.
WANTED.. Used ref
Phone 753-5670
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AUTOS POR SALO
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AUTOS FOR SALO
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AUTOS FOR SALMI

SPRING SPECIAL
1965 Chevrolet Impala Sta. Wgn.
FOR MLR

AUTOS POR SALO

SIIRVICIIS ()FOLSOM:1 ,

steering and
V-8 engine, automatic transmission, power
Dark
power brakes. Air conditioning. Luggage rack.
green finish. $1.095.00.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

rs

POR OBIT
TWO-BKDROOlf duple' vete
TIC
meat Phone 753-7860.
TWO-41KDROOM endler, kcal,
ed at Grogen's Trailer Court,
Highway tte. Cell 4364381.
A-16•C
TWO TRAILERS for red. Owe
laiednoom, one ebedrooni. Apply in person at Dill's Troller
Cart after 4:00 p. es., located
at Murray Drive-In Theatre EnTIC
tente.
THREE-ROOM basement aparl.
meat, furnished, nice and clean
utilities paid, $50. Couple pre
!erred. Phone 753-1739. A-18-C

PEST CONTROL TerONE 20" and one 24" bicycle'SPINET PIANO: Wanted, rePhone 753-5273
you, home. Roaches
over
Corner of 7th & Main
and one medium tricycle. Phone sponsible party to take
Hite
A36-C low monthly payments on a -carry germs. Spiders-are
753-2477.
'a. For free invention call
spinet piano. Can be seen los Pest Control 753-3914,
FARMALL &mei tractor with cally. Write Credit Manager,'
TIC
110611 a day.
some equipment, model 480, P. 0. Box 27e Shelbyville,
o
A-16-P
lees than 50 hours since comAUTOS
SALO
Phone
mow.
to
Lawns
WANTED.
hubs,
AUTOS POR SAL.
4-wheel drive. six cylinder engine, lockout front
plete overhaul. Will help with
NEATLY furnished apartanent
77'NC
m.
p.
3:30
after
%-ton truck,
full removable top. Light blue finish. 11,195.00.
sedan Bedroom, kitchen and den. One
Luxury
financing. Phone 489,3691 af- 1950
98
OLDS
very
1967
pick-up,
CHEVROLET
19157
good condition, $235.00. 1963 SAWS FILED,lawn mowers and
ter 6:00 p. m.
Nice cattle rack with all power and factory air. person or couple only. Located
Chevrolet four door wagon small appliances repaired and good condition.
Phone 489- Burgandy with beige vinyl roof 100 So. 13th St., Keily's Pest
$300.00.
included,
ONE BROOD saw, will farrow straight shift, sex cylinder, good
A-17-C
B..
512
sharpened.
yard
tools
A-16-P 1908 Buick Skylark with factory Control.
2138.
June 1st. One coming two years rubber and =chemically, VISS• Scott
Phone 753-5273
Corner of 7th & Main
12111 Street Phone 753Mr end power, with black vinyl ONE-BEDROOM furnished aold, saddle bred filly. Phone 00. Two 900 x 15 tube VP*
May-11-C 1968 IMPALA custod, red with mot. Cain and Taeke Gulf StaHite
Puryear, Tenn, 247-5458.
white wall tires, like new,
paatment. Zimmerman Apartlen* vinyl root, air condition- Omer ed ,dth and Main.
A-16-C $15 each. One 40 gallon Wale- SWIMMING PO011eaal ing, power steering. 20,000 act- tion
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
-17-C
A
•
A-17-C
753-8609.
ner gas hot water heater, $20.00. and repaired. All types new ual miles, $2415.00. Dwain TayYARD SALE. You won't believe POUT 10 ft fluted antique porch pool construction. Free estimat- lor Chevrolet Inc., South 12th 196? BUICK LeSabre four door
Ml the things we are going to columns, A-1, $10.00 each. One es. Call collect: 1-886-5353. Street Phone 753-2617. A-18-C sedan. White with black vinyl
NOTICE
REAL =TAT'S PO* SALM
sell Friday and Saturday, April kit antique stair post, (4 ft.) Western Kentucky Pool Co.,
root, with factory air and pow.00. Phone 753-2700.
17 and 18, at the home of WilInc., Skyline Dr., Hopkinsville,
1967 Chrysler New Yorker
er.
Au1964
trade:
or
SALE
2 ACRES about 2 miles smith
A-16-NC Kentucky.
son Perky on the Concord Hwy.
A-30-C FOR
door hardtop with factory
IOW
convertible
stin Reelect Sports
on Hwy. 641 with nice 3-bed
Just inside the city limits bepower. Cain and Tayand
air
conWILL DO farm wort part time, 3000 Mark III, in excellent
room home, central beet, car
fore you get to the-bridge.
Station, corner of fith
Gulf
lor
Spinon
ASSUME PAYMENTS
mm 1:00 p. m. till 6:00 p. m. dition, price $530.00. Phone 469pet throughout, garage attach
A-17-C
Here are just a few of the
and Main.
at Call James Sills at
month
per
$18.25
A-18-C
Piano,
3a01.
et
system
753-3066,
ed, new well with filter
many items...Crafaman's wood Leach's Music & TV. Phone
door
four
or 753-8830 after 3:00 p. m. 1962 CADILLAC Coupe DeVllle. 1967 BUICK Skylark
large shop building could be
lathe; strait rowel; electric fans; 753-7575.
A-16-C
vinyl roof
black
A-17with
hardtop
made into three apartments,
4 matching oak chairs; odd
the
late
Formerly owned by
with factory air aid power. New
about eight trailer spots, if you
chairs; iron ware; crockware; DIAMONDS are a girl's best WILL
WALK or bathe dogs. Dr. F. E. Crawford of Murray set of tires. 1965 Volkswagen,
want a nice home and income
lots of glass ware: depression friend-until she finds Blue
A-17-C Only 32,000 actual miles. New 1966 Chevrolet Impala four door
Phone 753-3616.
see this one.
glass; cabbage rose pattern; su- Lustre for cleaning carpets.
tires. Excellent coodition. Pricsedan with factory air and pow- LEXINGTON,sKy, - Alfalfa is
50 ACRES on Old Murray end
gar bucket; battles; horse col- Rent electric shampooer $1. Big Caselme Small Engine Repair ed to salL Phone 489-3801.
Taylor on the way back in Kentucky,
miles
from
24
about
Paris Road
lar (bran knobs); round top K.
A-18-C GARDEN IILLERS. lawn mowA-111-C er steering. Cain and
Gulf Station. Corner cd 6th and says University of Kentucky ForMurray, new three bedroom See:
trunk; dolls; Ithaca model 37.
saws. Authorized
chain
in,
A-17-C age Specialist, Warren C. Thomlit -gauge pump gun; exhaust TURKEYS, ducks, chickens, Reign and Stratton Dealers '67 BUICK Special, 4-door, stan- Main.
home, large:4M. mad kitchen,
disposal, wasberied &ger, firehood stove; clothes. 6 to 14; Guineas and ring neck doves. Authorized Lnirsoe Power Pro- dard tranannsioo, 10,000 miles,
pson, Following the massive 1964
Mac Fitts, 753-2617
place, carpet, 2 baths, double
other hard to find items too See Hubert Alexander, three ducts Dealer. Murray Supply needs body work. Drive away 1964 PONTIAC Bonneville with -1965 invasion of the European
as south of Sedalia, phone
carport, storage house, new
(Home 753-5272) ,
numerous to mention, but all
biedi vinyl roof. All power and alfalfa weevil and the recent re753- for ;695.00. Call 436-5570.
A-18-P Co, 208 East Main, phone
A-17-C factory air. 1964 Ford four door cognition that the weevil can be
stock barn, all fenced, about
priced to materna
A-17-C
EI-1TC
one-half down and balance over
sedan. LOC61 car. Cain and Tay- combatted, many Kentucky farCharles Jenkins. 753-2617 - 1960 CHEVROLET %-tom truck, CASH and CARRY: Big 2-4oc
25 years.
lor Gulf Station, corner of lith mers are seeding large acreagAUTOS FOR SALE
good oonditioa, $235.00. 1963
AUTOS FOR SALE
12 ACRES on Hwy. 121 about
A-17-C es this spring. Besides, with the
(Home 753-7218)
and Main.
load of carpet backed up to our
four
door
Chevrolet
wagon,
6 miles West, nice 5-room frame
door. Assorted colors and styles,
Increasing numbers of cattle
door
shift,
six
four
straight
68
good
1984
OLDS
cyclinder,
home, good stock barn, crib,
'
full
some
rolls,
big
more high quality feed is needed.
room
753-2617
eke*
Nix.
J.
H.
Pontand
1.963
rubber
,
and
power.
with sic
mechanically $235.hog fence, $17,500.00 or house
have alseedings
clam
cutoffs
these
pieces,
Valouts.
of
Many
753-3395)
(Home
Two
00.
900 x 15 tube type
iac station wagon with factory
and one acre, $12,500.00.
yet because
white wall tie., like new, $15 ues to $8.85 per sq. yard elseMr and all power. Cain and ready been made
70 ACRES on Kentucky Lake
most of
our
price
where,
Mt
per
$2.99
each. One 40 gallon Wagoner
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of of the excessive rainfall,
near New Concord for only
gas hot water heater, $20.00. yard for anything on truck while
A-17-C them have been delayed. Wean
8th and Mein.
$6,500.00.
making late spring and early
Four 10 ft. fluted antique porch it lasts. Paschail's Discount
NEW SHOP building in Stella,
cylinder, automatic transmission, white finish with
House, Hazel, Ky. 4024733.
seedings, there are
summer
sedan,
door
aalumns,
A-1,
four
$10.00
FORD
One
each.
1963
ideal clean-up shop, only 19,A-18-P
ivy gold vinyl roof. $1,595.00.
important benchmarks
with
real
some
Burgandy
lot
500.
stair
antique
poet,
(4
Galaucie
ft.)
000.00.
Murray. Ky. $25.00. Phone
Street
753-2700. A-21-C
beige top. 1969 Buick four door that must be followed.
GOOD two-bedroom home near S. 12th
elle
Soils. Pick well - drained,
TWELVE HEIFERS and two
sedan. Jun like anew car. Real
hospital and school for $11,000.truck. highly productive soils. If a field
pick-up
GMC
Registered Angus. Nine
1966
bulls.
Marie
753-5273
Phone
00.
Main
&
7th
of
Corner
PDX TERRIER, male. Rat Termonths old. Phone 4364618.
Real nice, six cylinder. Cain has been in alfalfa previously
GOOD two-bedroom home on
ror puppies, $15.00 each. Nice
A-18-P
and Taylor Gulf Station, corner and was productive for four or
Hwy. 641 at Ahno Hifts., $5,250.pets for children. Call 753-2963.
A-17-C more years, it's a good bet that
of 6th end Main.
00.
A-17-C TREAT rugs right, they'll be a
field to use again.
17 ACRES open land about 5
15,- It is a fine limestone should
P.,
H.
102
OPEL,
T.
G.
Blue
with
1969
delight if cleaned
and
miles West on Hwy. 121, good
Fertilizers
USED TRAILERS. Located in
gallon,
to
WANTII0
Haw
000 miles, 30 mike
Rent electric shampooer
NOTICE
accorcang to a recent
well, small stock barn with or
trailer park on East Highway, Lustre.
four-speed synehrrmelh tivn be applied
Auto, Home of
and brake
end
set up, ready to rent for an in- $1. Western
test.
without new Ostler home.
Fleet
soil
WANTED:
I
Stands
Desk
For Your Prom
CALENDAR
WTO
sea
A-18-C
mission. Cali 753-3321 or
"The Wishing Well".
3 ACRES on!roan Cobb Road
Seedbed Preparation, Nebelthe
vestment or occupy yourself afsod netWs are now evadable at woo. Apply in person, no phone five p. a.eon 1-354-8131.
ter June B. duet sell now beat
about 1 nele off HWY. RC Nod
seedbed is prepared by plowing
the ledger & name Oaks Sine calla please. Fenton & Hodge
.
A
fore new lease signed- Phone ROUND OAK drop-leaf table. ply seine
A-16-C
building site, only $7,500.00205 So. 5th St.
or by disking following a row crITC
753-6202 after 6:00 p. m.
at 1303 P plar Street
52 ACRES on Hwy. 121 at Coldop In 1969, nitrogen should be
onefor
Sersitter
Baby
&
SALES
WANTED:
X
ELECTROLU
H-A-17-C
POE LEASE
water, good building Iota, comused. The spring rate for nitrovice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C half day for five days. Phone
Across From
munity water system, only $18,under these conditions ought
gen
fire-cured
.98
ACRE
382-3832
A-17-C
dimes,
mckels,
Phone
pennies,
492-8157.
COINS,
Sanders.
IL
MSU Library
000.00.
PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin. quarters, halves. Call 753-8082 Lynnville, Kentucky.
to be 25-40 pounds of actual N
Use
of
toe
kora
bye
hItc
NICE Shedroom stone home
per acre. Where renovation is
Rent or buy. Used, new Pianos. between 9:00 and 10:00 p. in
May-PC
barn. tall 73344O.
with full basement, new well,
Across from Post Office, Lonerdone to prepare the seedbed,
A-17-C
carport, on 2 acres about 8 miles
FIRST IN MURRAY
So Piano Co., Parts, Tenn.
nitrogen is not needed or recoCARD OP 'THANKS
east cc Hwy. 94, only $19,500.- May we eqxren our deep graH-A-17-C
(CONSIGNMENT AUCTION)
mmended,
keels
Loaded
00.
To be held Friday night, April
titude to our dear friends, SEAP'ORD'S Lawn & Garden
Weed Control. When making
aGOOD GROCERY business
DONCASTER, England(UPI)
17th at 8:00, located on 5th
AUTOS FOR SALO
ratightion and relatives for
late seedings, one of the most
bout 5 miles out on main high- kindness and sympathy shown Equipment, Route 1, Benton has
--Haggis is an old Scottish specStreet downtown near Peoples
bothersome problems is annual
way, includes living quarters, es in the sadden pawing of our Arians Sensational Riders, Gilialty made from sheeps' innards
Bank next door to Shroat Meat
weeds; Mb grassy and broadgrocery building, furniture, fix- need one Meths Graben. Our son & Arens tillers, Sensationbut there's a new brand laced
Mkt. $10,000 new furniture, conleaf types, says University of
tures and stock. Priced to sell "pedal thanks to R. John al mini-.bikes, and Poulso Chain
livsuites,
bedroom
of
sisting
with Scotch whisky and its mak- Kentucky Weeds Specialist, J. W.
NEW DATSUN
Saws. Phone 437-4412. A-17-C
25 ACRES with good 3-bedroom
ing room suites, glass top taers have wattled takeaway rest- Herron. In years past, farmers
end BMW. P6111 Dailey for
home about 3 miles mat of Al- Jones
bles and chairs. Antique's conTRADE-INS
aurants- not to sell more than have resorted to the use of sprtheir teaseling words and Rhyea 0,500.
sisting of Oak library table, old
two portions to any driver who ing oats to give shade competifor 10-GALLON Aquarium, p urn p,
GALLOWAY REAL ESTATE & lock-Coleman Funeral Home
sedan, books, picture frames, pressed
her, light cover, fish and se
obviously has been drinking.
-door
rendered
they
4
kindness
the
DATSUN
1969
Service
Fast
tion to these weeds. In recce
Murray,
Ky.,
hancranoe Agency,
glass pieces, Germany marked
Make offer. Call 751
"Some people drink to the years, this practice has nearly
only 7,000 miles. Th
A-16-C Thmks 6103 to those who seat oessories.
Phone 7516842
items.
Wier
many
and
plates
A-17-C
limit," laid a company spokes- faded out of the picture because
Phone 753-7381 or 753-5108
ear is nice. Save $700toomforting messages of sym- 9275.
We will receive goods to be
man. "If they then eat our of over-competitiveness of these
A CORNER LOT, nth sod Ol- pathy, food and beautiful sow00.
50 CC, new tires,
HONDA,
1963
16th
and
17th.
April
on
sold
After 5:00 p.m.
haggis it could push them over
for four speskissefis,
ive, zonedPhone____
ers. And to Wayne, Datha, Bet- runs good, $75.00. Phone 436__
"nurse crops." The coming of
a.
to
m.
in.
5:00
p.
Hours-10:00
the limit. We don't want a
Met ty and Clarke a special thanks
$8750.00.
1967 DATSUN, 4-door Sta- If you have good items to sell
A-17-C
two herbicides, EPTC (Eptam)
5570.
32,
6:00 p. m.
his
to
license."
lose
only
motorist
tion Wagon,
for the music and songs Ma5
and Beeefin (Balan) are giving
in
on
A-17-C
dates.
above
bring
heater,
114-174 God Man each of you is our 1-29-GALLON,
4-10-galloo,
miles, fedi° and
weed control when
satisfactory
1-3-gallon complete aquarium
real nice. Only $1050.
NOTICE
used according to manufacturer
LOT 770, located at Pia, Bluff Pnetee.
set ups, including fish. Call 753Mr. & Mn. Hershel Pace
NOTICE
and college recommendations.
Shores. Call 443-2174. ('$:
8062 between 9:00 and 1010 1.967 DATSUN, 4-door Sta
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Pace
In accordance woh
These two materials should be
Dein Eipsoo, 2200 Bridge St.,
milelow
-17-C
Wagon,
A
(Ion
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Outland
lamp
Statutes, Sections 25.195 an
Padueih, ley.
used on plowed or thoroughly
transautomatic
age,
1TP
25.200: Notice is hereby give
prepared seedbeds just prior to
mission, radio and heal- that a report of Final settl
TWO-YEAR-OLD brick home.
NOTICE
They should be worked
NOTICE
seeding.
$1095.00.
er. Only
air and heat, paneled
nt
Ceral
ment of accounts was on
Into the soil as they are applied.
den and kitchen, large carpet-'
April 13, 1970 filed by Bee
The rate for Eptam is 3 pounds
ed living room, three nice size
1966 DATSLIN, 4-door sedan, trice A. Farrell, Executrix
of actual ingredientor 'in gallon of
real economy car, ep to the estate of Mary S. Alexan
bedrooms, carpeted, two baths,
6 E per acre. With Balm, 1.1
untie/ room and carport. Phone
30 miles per gallon of der, Dec'd.,
to 1,5 pounds of actual material
$795.car,
nice
Real
gas.
753-9922.
A-17-C
and that the same has been
or 3-4 quarts of 1.5 E per acre is
00.
approved by the Calloway CoBY OWNER: Three-bedroom
needed.
filed
-ordered
and
Court
unty
brick house on Dodsoa." Low
The herbicides should be workgood sound to lie over for exceptions. Any
SE/I1CA,
1966
ALL
ON
ed into the soil at once by disking
, down PaYmerit, transferrable
transportation. Special, person desiring to file any exloan. Phone 753-6164.
and cross-disking to 2-3 inches, A•MIC
only $695.00.
ception thereto will do so on
20-30 gallons of water per
using
of before May 13, 1970 or be
LOT for sale on Pine Bluff
acre to get good distribution. Do
1965 CHEVY VAN, 6-cylin- forever barred.
Shores. Phone 753-6699. A-18•C
not seed grass or small grains
der. Nice, $695.00.
Witness my hand this 13th
when these herbicides are used,
1970.
of
April,
day
KENIANA SHORES-SO' a 200'
since they will be killed also.
1964 FORD 14-ton Custom 8,
Harris,
Marvin
By:
and terser Lekt lots-leks acoverdrive, radio, heater,
Other important factors to geCounty Court Clerk,
cess, centre/ water, some with
a good stand are
and Custom Cab.
tting
County,
Calloway
lake view. As little as $695 with
Inoculate your seed.Do this the
0
Kentucky
Phone
small down payment.
1968 CHEVY 3e4-ton Custom
cO
day you make the seeding. Sugar
BY: Judith Anne DC
4364320 kr directions.
Camper, pick-up, Turboallied with the water to sprinkle
111)
11-A-17e
transmisHydramatic
the seed before adding inoculant
sion, power steering.
helps stick it to the seed.
NOTICE
ONE HOUSE with two open
power brakes, factory
Use a dependable variety,
In accordance with Kentucky
college
from
block
meats, one
west
conditioning,
air
Check with your county agent on
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and co
calinpus. All three are noted
tires,
Phone 753 5862
coast mirrors, big
Corner of 6th & Main
the ones that work best on your
23100: Notice is hereby given
for the coming year. Zoned tot
large step bumper, 15
ml4c
farm.
that a report- of Final settleone more apartment cao be lidd0,'• C', 0,1
000 miles. Like new.
e." 0,0 0,1 0,1, CV) 0,10 01 01, 01.
0," e.o
Plantings made between noa
ment of accounts was on
,/
ed. Lot 125x200. Phone 753
tf
0 0 ...I
AI
0 0 C 60
filed by Mary
1970
13,
A-16-C
May 1 should not be harvest
April
and
2477.
1966 AUS11N-HEALY Sprite
Belle Moore Jones, Committee
ed until full bloom. Most year;
SALE
FOR
AUTOS
SALM
POR
AUTOS
owner,
by
Special
$595.00rent:
SALE or
for Chis Holte Moore,
this will be about the first week
• —
Iwo-bedroom house trailer antiand that the same has been
July, Second harvest will usua,
of
Road
DATSUN
1968 "2000"
lot, located 1322 Sycamore
approved by the Calloway Co.ily be ready about mid-to-late Auster, 135 H. P., 5-speed unty Court and ordered filed
Penn 753-6332 after 4:30 p. m
gust. When a third harvest is
A-164
transmission. Only $1.- to lie over for exceptions. Any
HURRY NOW TO
made in the established year, it
895.00.
exany
file
Person desiring to
to b6 done after freeze
ought
on
tePtion thereto will do so
down.
be
or before April 27, 1970 or
LASSITER-MCKINNEY
MIANTID TO BUY'
toner barred.
•
red
Good
tires,
dump.
yd.
al)
V-$ engine. 1600 ries.
WHERE THE BIG SELECTIONS
Witness my hand this 13th
OATS UN
WANTED_ Used Volkswagen,
paint. Ready to go to work for you. $2,795.00.
Pi1 bile 'ArNweil-iirending hat.
day
1970
April,
be
of
must
around 1960 model,
ARE
NS
BARGAI
AND
more than 152 per
increamed
Harris,
Marvin
By:
in good mec.hanical shape. Phone
"Open Ev•nings"
rent in the tio,1 decade.
A-18-C HWY. 79 East
County Court Clerk,
Hwy 70 West
733-3110.
Ph. 753-7114
Calloway County,
810 Sycamore
VVaverty, Tenn
Parts, Tenn.
Bentucte--- ffitc
from ufreint eanter
BY Judith Ainky. DC
JO% DOWN, 10-YR PtRIANCING BANK RATES
WANTED:. Used refrigerttor
have been Iv( in'half in :IN years.
308-lie
1TP
A-18-C
Phone 753-3670

SPRING SPECIAL
1966 Ford Bronco

pioa

cszvaoixr

PARKER FORD, Inc.

eon

Alfalfa Is
On The Way
Back In state

Stop-Look-Listen

Dwain is away but
we don't want to
play. We want to
sell new and used
cars and trucks!

SPRING SPECIAL
1968 Camero Hardtop

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

Six

• PARKER FORD, Inc.

Rent A Tuxedo
In2
Now

TrNc

e Collige Shop

GRAVEL & DIRT
HAULING

monnewskammramfamvsyn
Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running

SPRING

EAN 4-PLY

COR RAYON

BARGAIN BONANZA

MOBILE HOMES

SEE THE GREAT NEW 70'S IN EARLY AMERICAN,
WESTERN, SPANISH, MEDITERRANEAN AfiD
MODERN DECORS.
•
We Have Acres of Homes For You To Choose From
And Prices Have Been Slashed To Rock Bottom.

12-WIDE 2-BEDROOMS

00

only '3295

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION

BIG 65-FT. 2 & 3 BEDROOM LUXURY
MODELS AT BARGAIN PRICES
.
SALE ENDS APRIL 30th

ros

DINKINS MOBILE HOMES

SPRING SPECIAL
1967 International Tandum Truck

PARKER FORD, Inc.
__Corner_ot..2th.&JrIaus---..-_Phana-44,34.173-

a
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THE LEDGER

Two Of Three Kentuckians Own
Homes Says Head Of Association

Cold lot .. .
(Conentsed From Pegs 1)

&

TIMES

SEEN 1 HEARD . ..
(Continued From Page 1)

all RRAY, KENTUCKY
Final Rites Are Held
For Roland

C. Kimbri

THURSDAY - APRIL 16, 1870 ;

Mrs. Maude Cooper
Succumbs Today

Funeral This Morning
For Mrs. Lela Turner

Mrs. Euple Dunn
Dies Wednesday

was a good one, Lovell replied. his yard.
Tne funeral for Roland .C.
"Yeah, that sounds pretty good.
Services for Mrs. Lela Turnwas held today at two
Kinibro
Mrs. Euple Outland Dunn of
"I'm sure the 1970 census advantages of real estate owner- We're getting in there"
Charlie Bseiduraut up early yea: p.m at the chapel of the J. H.. Death claimed the life of Mrs. er of Kirksey Route One were
Maude Cooper this morning at held this morning at 11 o'clock Murray Route Three succumbwill show two out of every three ship, and why it is wise to handle
Griffin said later tracking da- terday morning.
Funeral Home with
Churchill
12:50 4 the Murray-Calloway at the chapel of the Linn Fun- ed Wednesday at 7:25 p.m. at
Kentucky families own homes." all real estate transactions th- ta might indicate the need for
Rev. Tom Fortner and Rev. County Hospital. She was 86 eral Home with Rev. Orville the Murray-Calloway County
another course correction, but George Oakley home from
This is the statementaKenton rough a Realtor.
officiating.
Rhodes
Viet
James
years of age.
Hospital. She was 74 years of
Basically, Realtors are pledg- he said this just would be to Nam. He's a dentist mid
County Realtor David Sctioepf,
Easley officiating.
will
Pallbearers were Dewey, Edi- Mrs. Cooper was the wife of
Interment was in the Bar- age.
president of the Kentucky Assoc- ed to abide by a strict code of refine the trajectory. The pre- open his practice here in MurRonald,
son. and Cecil Kimbro,
Will Cooper who died April 11, nett Cemetery in Marshall
The deceased was preceded
ethics governing reiatiooehips sent count, he said, was safe. ray soon. Son of Dr. aid
iation of Realtors.
Mrs. Tommy, and Joe Pat Phillips. 1958. She was born in Calloway
Adding to the tracking pro- Hugh Oakley.
the arrangements in death by her husband, Leon"Kentuckians recognize the with the buyer, the seller, Ms
Barnett Ceme- County on June 30, 1883, and County with
the
in
was
Burial
by the Linn Funeral Home of ard Dunn on September 20,
financial economies of home ow- fellow Realtors and the public blem was the rupture of a seal
tery with the arrangements by her parents were the late Calvin
in a helium tank in the lunar Our young Calloway men
1960. She was born in Callonership over renting," Schoepf generally.
con- the J. H. Churchill Funeral Armstrong and Rosie Marine Benton.
The Kirksey woman, age 67, way County on November 27,
"It is becar.se Realtors sub- module. This was planned, but tinue to return home from that
told a recent meeting of RealHome.
tors attended by the presidents scribe to this code and have acc- the resulting pressure of the distant land, and still others Kimbro, age 84, clled Tuesday Armstrong. She was a member ciied Tuesday at her home. Sur- 1895, and her parents were the
of the Lymi Greve United Me- vivors are her husband, Vernon late Everett Outland and Nettie
of the 29 Real Estate Boards in ess to a broad continuing educa- escaping gas started the space- leave to take their place.
at the Murray-Calloway County thodist Church.
Turner, mother, Mrs. Rout Nel- Vance Outland. She was a memKentucky. "But more important tional program that we say Real- ship revolving once every two
Hospital. He is survived by one
She is survived by one daughEngineers
studied One of the nicest things
to many, is the fact that home tors are the professionals in the mintites.
done daughter, Mrs. Opal Phillips, ter, Mrs. R. C. Sheridan of May- son, two daughters, Mrs. Mary ber of the Memorial Baptist
Elizabeth Didl and Mrs. Donna Church.
owners are able to express them- real estate business," Realtor tracking data to see if the tra- by the local Red Cross chapte one son, Rev. Jonathan D. Kimfield Route Seven; six sons, June Newsome, two sons, John
jectory was affected.
Mrs. Dunn is survived by one
under the guidance of J e a
selves in decorating and landso- Schoepf concluded.
West,
Ella
Mrs.
sister,
J. T. Cooper of Mayfield, Clar- Ed and James Willard Turner, daughter, Mrs. Ora Lee Parker
"It's a little annoying," re- Blankenship, is the creation o bro, one
aping. They don't have to ask
grandchildren,
14
and
ence Cooper of St. Louis, ?do., four sisters, Mesdames Lois of Murray Route Three; one
ported Swigert, but said the the organization known as "Wait- eight
the landlord if they can have
011ie Cooper of Murray Route Burpoe, Euel Nanney, Mildred son, William Everett Dunn of
constant spinning was not un- ing Wives". These young ladies great grandchildren.
pets, or entertain, or generally
One, Herman and Fred Cooper Beale, and Tula Clark, 18 grand- Murray Route Three; three
Mrs. Mahle Cult '
s
comfortable. The revolving in- with a common
enjoy life in their homes."
interest, husof Detroit, Mich., and Rex Co- children, and four great grand' grandsons, Roy Gene Dunn,
terfered with radio communi- bands in the
service, meet each
Purpose of the meeting held
oper of Murray Route Two; 13 children.
cations
periodically
antenna
as
1110 Elm Street, Murray, DalHeld
meral
Today
month for companionship, an
in Fort Mitchell was to make
grandchikirent41---grest grandpointed away from earth.
ny Mac and Nicky Dunn of
Funeral Scheduled For
entertainment.
plans for the Kentucky observachildren
The aircraft carrier Iwo Jima
The final rites for Mrs. MaMurray Route Three;- one great
tion of National Realtor Week,
Funeral services have been
bel Culver of Dexter Route One steamed through the fringes of
granddaughter, Carole
Jean
May 17-23. The week is designMrs. Jennie Parks
scheduled for Saturday at two
were held today at two p.m. at tropical storm Helen to t h e
Dunn.
Services Are Held For
ed to acquaint the public with the
p.
m.
at
the
chapel
of
the
J.
H.
splashdown
point 630 miles
the Brooks Chapel United MeFuneral services will be held
Churchill Funeral Home with
thodist Church with Rev. James south-southeast of Pago Pago Welfare Cadilx ComPos
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at the
The funeral for Mrs. Jennie Rev. Dosale
Mrs.
McClai
Eva
Britt
Wheatley °Mallet
and about 3,200 miles south of
R. Hale officiating.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Parks has been atheduled for trig.
Majority Of . . .
Grandsons served as pallFuneral Home.
Cited In Marshall County Friday at three p. m. at the
Interment will be in the Sa
Funeral services for Mrs. Eva
"I hope they split that carrrs and burial was in the
Pallbearers will be Beale Outchapel of the J. H. Churchill Ian
Cemetery with the arrange McClain Britt were held today
(Continued From Page
ier right down the old flight
'church cemetery.
BENTON, Ky. 4771:1 - Guy Funeral Home with Rev. Hoyt merits by the J. H. Churchil at two p.m. at the chapel of land, Ben Purdom, Sherrill Outdeck," Griffin said.
Drake, the composer of "Wel- Owen and Rev. Coy Garrett of- Funeral Home where friends the Blalock-Coleman Funeral land, Ray Dunn, Hassel Kuyjustices to give such legal
Mrs. Culver, age 70, died
Dive Can B. Adiusted
sating.
kendall, and Bobby E. Dunn.
fare
Cadilac" was in the Marmay call.
advice.
Tuesday at the Murray-Calloway
Home with Revs. Clovis Kemp,
If the weather deteriorated,
Burial will be in the Elm
shall
County
Jail
Wedneshere
Ford made his statements on County Hospital.
Murfollow
the
will
in
Johnson Easley, and Orville
Burial
Apollo 13's dive into the atmosCemetery with the arrove
deo.
arrangethe NBC-TV's Today snow.
Survivors are her husband, phere could be adjusted to carEasley officiating.
ray Cesneitery with the
Big handicraft show
angements by the Blalock-ColeThe charge was writing a had ments by the J. H. Courchill
"I believe if there was a vote Jesse Culver; two daughters, ry the pilots over the bad weaSILVER DOLLAR CITY, Mo. Serving as pallbearer* were an Funeral Home where friMrs. Vera Collins and Mrs. Lou ther to a landing point a few check two years ago, keg before Funeral Home where friends
today in
the House
on
(_111)-The "National Festival of Sonny Britt, Bennie Myers, Lar- nds may call.
he attained tame and fortune may call.
Impeachment, there would be a Alice Key; two sons, Harold and hundred miles east.
in country music in Nashville.
Craftsmen", the nation's largest ry Gooch, Marvin Lassiter, Charmajority in favor of impeach- Howard Culver; two sisters,
One of the astronauts' bigHe was released_ on $1,060
Mrs. Parks, age 86, died at annual exposition of pioneer les Jetton, and Rdlinie Jackson.
Ws.
Laverne
Ham
and Mrs. gest problems seemed to be the
ment," he said.
hood Wednesday rdifirt after his the home of her son, Dewey handicrafts in action, has been Burial was in the Burnett's
Defenders of the controver- Mormon Taylor; two brothers, cold in the command module, Nashville
lawyer arrived with Perks, 1623 Farmer Avenue scheduled at Silver Dollar City Chapel Cemetery with the ar- New Philippine hotel
ston and Edward McCuiston; but this was a matter of dissial 71-year-old civil libertarian
financial aid.
Murray, on Wednesday at 8:30 in the Missouri Ozarks for Oct. rangements by the Blalock-Colejustice denounced the anti- 14 grandchildren; 10 great comfort and not safety. SwigMANILA (CP1)-The PhilipDrake. who is from Central a. m.
3-18.
More than 100 skilled man Funeral Home.
ert told Mission Control it was
Douglas drive as a retaliatory andchildren.
pipe government ha built a
City, Ky., told reporters after
artisans
of
rurat
Atriesica
will
be
35
to
40
degrees
in
the
commove based on Senate rejection
Mrs. Britt, age 69, succumb- $325,000 tourist hotel overlookSurvivors am one daughter, seen practicing five
he was released that before he
dozen hist
mand ship Odyssey Wednesday became
of President Nixon's two "strict
ed Tuesday at the Murray-Callo- ing the famous mountain rice
a star his welfare checks Mrs. Leslie (Bovine) Boggess tone crafts.
night. Space Center spokesman in Kentucky
constructionist" court nom- ,
way County Hospital. She is terraces built by local !hip°
were slow in coin- of Paducah, one son, Dewey
***
Jack Riley said later, however.
inees, Clement F. Hapset:sat
Parks, and two grancktildren.
survived by one son, LaMaurr tribesman in northirn Luzon.
that telemetry showed cabin
Jra and G. Harrold Carswell.
Mrs. Carolyn Hargrove of LiuThe average annual salary for Britt, one sister, Mrs. Masel Jet- The hotel will have 48 rooms, •
He said when he went to
temperature of 52 degrees' e
House leaders saw no way to
rel, Md., and Freddie Parks of public school teachers in Calif- ton, four grandchildren, and two luxury suites and a swimNashville
and
became
a
star,
he
time.
the
turn off the Douglas inquiry
South Bend, Ind.
three great grandchildren.
ornia is 810,155.
-ming pool.
"It's not too uncomfortable in "sort of overlooked them."
and indications were that the
He appeared to newsmen to
Aquarius,
but
it's
definitely
mood of the majority was to
cold in Odyssey," Swigert sato, be taking the w.hale incident
vote an impeachment, This
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of Dress and Sportswear

ETE
SEWING NOTIONS

FABRICS
in Murray!

We have just doubled the size
of our Fabric & Sewing Dept.

DEPARTMENT
Buttons - Zippers
Thread - Needles, etc.

45" Dacron

DOUBLE

KNITS
$388

CREPE

SAILCLOTH

$188

REC Cited
For Safety
Program

Permanent Press

VOILLE
PRINTS

PRINTS

SUITING

$129

st.

Quotes From The News

Sports Weight

FABRIC

Purchase Area
Hog Market

WASHINGTON -- Ralph Ginstorg, publis-her of Evergreen, criticizing House Republican Leader Gerald R. Ford's statements concerning a move to impeach Supreme Court Justice William 0.
Douglas:
"It was a national disgrace and I hope it will be met with the
contempt it deserves."
DALLAS - G. C. Walters, of G. C. Walters ic associates
which is handling the auction sale of the Texas School Book Depository from which it was confirmed the late President Kennedy
ithLs shot:
-We're not trying to sell the assassination, we are simply
liquidating properties."
SAIGON -A U. S. Army spokesman commentingon the American
.
bombing of a Communist mortar position inside Cambodia.
The U. S. COMM.Bia has previously stated than if-fireti-upon
Outside the Republic of South Vietnam. U. S.
Libel elleMS
forces are authorised to return the fire."

positions
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Bill Britton Is
Named Office
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Bill Britton of M
elected second vice-pi
the West Kentucky
Associatior
Direct
group'svilledth annua
held at the Continent
ducah. on Thursday.
Britton is associate
J. H. Churchill Flint
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Paducah before comil
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